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Advertising has been speeding up our economic growth.
However, it can exert bad influences on society if it is wrongly
practised. While critics always complain that misleading and
deceptive advertising exalt materialism at the expense of moral
concepts, even more seriously, it can invole the loss of health
or human life. Therefore, a number of laws have been passed in
almost country to regulate the content of advertisement and the
practice of advertising media. Hong Kong is not an exception.
The objectives of this thesis are to study and evaluate
the legal controls on advertising in Hong Kong, and to study and
evaluate the legal relationship among advertising agencies, media
and advertisers. A literature survey on law books, law reports,
and advertising books and articles written by prominent authors
wgs conducted in order to find out a general picture of the worldwide
governmental controls on advertising as well as self-regulatory
movements of the advertising industry. A total of twenty-four
managers, government officers and executives engaged in the Hong
Kong advertising business or related to it were interviewed in
order to find out their opinions on these control and relation-
ship and how they manage the related problems.
In this study, we find that quite a number of laws
have been passed in Hong Kong to control advertising, but mis-
leading and deceptive advertisments are still easily seen in
the media. This is partly because the government bodies do
not strictly enforce these laws and partly because the advert-
isers lack a spirit of self-regulation. Some of the legal relat-
ions among advertisers, advertising agency and the media as well
as other suppliers, such as the legal status of an advertising
agency, the liabilities of the advertisments, etc. are areas of
controversy in Hong Kong advertising industry. As sequence of
effect, the advertising practice here is rather controveral,
2unfair trade and deceptive practice are serious problems.
The interviewees suggest that if the governmental
bodies do not strictly enforce the laws, no matter how many add-
itional laws are passed to regulate advertising, their impact
will be minor and will just fill more pages of law books. They
also believe that the law alone cannot keep advertisement clean,
as the success of improving the advertising practice partly depends
on the effort of the advertising associations on the formulation
and regulation of trade practice. They also indicate that the
present advertising associations are too weak to accomplish these
aims. Thus, a strong advertising association which can regulate
the majority of advertising agencies and media, if not all, is
essential.
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1 . 0 INTRODUCTION
Advertising has been playing an important role in
speeding up our economic growth , nevertheless, it also ex -
erts bad influences on society if it is wrongly practice .
In almost every country , a number of laws have been passed
to control the content of advertisementsas well as to regu -
late the advertising practice of media .
Furthermore, we find that the relations among the
advertiser , advertising agency and media are very often
involved in legal problems , such as the liabilities attend .
ant to the governmentprosecution. In the light of these
problems , this thesis is designed to study and evaluate the
legal controls on advertising , to investigate whether these
controls are sufficient in controlling the contents of ad -
vertisementsand to see how the Hong Kong Governmentregu -
lates the practice of advertising media . This thesis is
also designed to study the legal relations , such as the
liabilities and duties , among advertiser , advertising ag -
ency , media and other suppliers and how they manage these
relations under the existing controls in Hong Kong .
The following section , is an introductiondiscuss -
ion of the worldwide self - regulation movementsin advert -
ising and their effectivenessin cleaning the content of
advertisements. In Hong Kong , where these movementsare
weak resulting in misleading advertisementsoccuring fre -
quently in the media , the role of legal controls becomes
very important .
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1 . 1 Advertisingand Society
The velocity of our economic and social change
since World War II has undoubtedly been accelerated more
1
by advertisingthan by any other factor .
There is no question that advertising has speeded
up our economic growth by helping to expand markets , par -
ticularly for new products . Simultanously, however , ad -
vertising exerts bad influences on society if it is wrong -
ly practised . Therefore , the advertising process involves
legal ramifications which generate from the relationships
and activities that develop among advertisers , agencies
and the media , and which even extend to the interfaces
of the public and the government. Some legal controls
on advertising were inevitable , as critics complained ab -
out misleading and deceptive advertising and its impact
on social and ethical systems :
many will concede that most advertising is
truthful in a legal sense but will nev 2 rthe -
less charge it with being misleading ,
and as Charles Dirksen has stated :
critics have questioned the value system and
have charged that advertising has exalted ma -
terialism at the expense of moral concepts . 3
These complaints are not only found in Vance
Packard ' s The Hidden Persuadersbut are equally likely
to be found in the Letters to the Editor column of
the South China Mornin Post .
N . H . Strouse , Special Problems of Advertising
Managementin the United States Today , in Lpeak of
Advertising, ed . by J . W . Wright, ( New York : Mc Graw -
Hill , 1963 , p . 320 .
2 Roger Barton , ed . , Handbookof AdvertisingMana -
e ment, ( New York : Mc Graw- Hill , 1970 ) , p . 11
3 C . J . Dirksen, Jr . , AdvertisingPrinciplesand Pro
blems ( Ilomewood, Illinois: Irwin , 1966 ) , p . 653 .
Prof. Clair Wilcox indicated that "In the course 
of a year, the Bureau of Deceptive Practices in the FTC 
(Federal Trade Commission) receives more than 5,000 out-
side complaints and makes more than 800 investigations."1
Nowadays, it is foolish to believe that "consum­
ers are singularly rational, sellers are singularly hon­
est, products are singularly well defined, and consumtp- 
ion is singularly static."2 as is assumed in our economic 
models, and which Professor Colston E. Warne satirizes 
by stating, "Fraud and deception are in effect outlawed 
from the market place."3 4 Actually, the power of adver­
tising does make us believe that "a lie becomes a fact 
if it is told ten times."
We cannot expect every individual to be an ad­
vertising expert and be endowed with the ability to make 
precise judgements, to understand varying units of mea­
surement, or to discern the truth of advertising of every 
product. Actually, we are all somewhat vulnerable to the 
power of advertising. We are influenced by advertising
and become irrational in our buying decisions as shown
in Paul M. Carrick, Jr.’s psychological studies.4 Fur­
thermore, by no means does every businessman or firm 
have a sense of social responsibility or business ethos.
3
1C . Wilcox, Public Policies Toward Business (Illinois : 
Irwin, 1968), p. 601.
2C.E. Warne, "The influence of Ethical and Social 
Responsibility on Advertising and Selling Practices," 
in Speaking of Advertising p. 381.
3 Ibid.
4Paul M. Carrick, Jr., "Why Continued Advertising Is 
Necessary," Journal of Marketing, (April, 1959), pp.386­
-398.
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1 . 2 Self - regulatoryMovements
The Truth in Advertising movement actually
began many years ago , and it seems to be an ever - cont -
inuing campaign . When we read AdvertisingAge today ,
we still find the term truth in advertising. Self -
regulatory movements show the world - wide awareness of
deceptive advertising but has the truth in advert -
ising campaign really accomplishedanything , or is it
just a utopian slogan ? The following quotes illust -
rate well that truth in advertisingis not just a
concern over deception in advertising
Printers ' Ink , in keeping with its traditional
leadershiprole in the truth - in - advertising
movement , beginning in 1888 and accelerated
after the turn of the century , in Navemberand
December 1959 launch another program for truth
and taste in advertising.
Fifty years ago , when . - the AssociatedAdvertising
Clubs of the World met in the United States ,
they adopted as their own the slogan , ' Truth
in advertising' . Fifteen years later , they
were still at it . At the InternationalAdver -
tising Conventionat Wembley ( England ) , a Code
of Ethics was adopted to reaffirm the ideal
within continued to be raised at nearly every
advertising trade convention . In 1938 a
' Truth in Advertising' section - a prohibition
against false advertising - was added to the
Federal Trade CommissionAct through the Whee -
ler - Lea Amendment.
In June 1960 , at the annual conventionof the
Advertising Federation of America , for example ,
1 E . W . Kinter , Armageddonfor Advertising, Printers '
Ink , ( June16 , 1961) , p . 2 .
2 Warne, p . 383 .
5the publication of the Advertising Truth Book was announced:
Fifty- six pages packed with definitions,
precedents, criteria, guideposts, rules,
standards, test questions, taboos and explan-
ations- all designed, as the trade paper
Advertsing Age put it,' to nail down this
abstraction called Truth'. And during the
coming year, according to the Wall Street Journal,
this latest' Truth in Advertising' drive is to
be dedicated to' The Unsoiled Sale'.
1. 21 The Self- Regulatory Movement in the U. S. A.
Truth in Advertising has been a hot topic in
the United States since the Advertising Federation of
America prepared and distributed The Advertising Truth
Book in 19602. In the pst fifteen years, numerous campaigns
have been launched by civil organizations, publications and
other media, and organizations related to the advertising
trade. These promoters include the Association of National
Advertisers, the American Association of Advertising
Agencies, Magazine Advertising Bureau Committee of the
Magazine Publishers Association, the Better Business Bureau,
Television Code Review Bureau, and of course, the pioneers
in this movement, Printer' s Ink and Advertising Age.
ti' e cannot deny that some achievements have resulted
from the efforts of these organizations, but an article
which recently appeared in an issue of Advertising Age
shows that some advertising and marketing executives in the
Ilbid.
2 See Appendix I.
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advertising field do not regard these efforts as bring part -
icularly significant :
New York , June 14 - Half of the advertisingand mark -
eting executives surveyed for an American Management
Assn . study on truth in advertising indicated that
they have no real concern about this question and 31
per cent believe the whole issue is overblown and
expect no significant change in their companies' ap -
proach to advertising. However, the study ' s co - au -
thors - John T . Lucas, ad manager, J . C . PenneyCo . ,
and Richard E . Gurman , AMA research associate -
point out that the 50 per cent who have real concern
over the issue ' may have answered this way either
because they believe their advertising is completely
honest or because they have never faced Federal Trade
Commission of other government charges of deceptive
advertising .
. 22 The Self - RegulatoryMovementin Japan
In 1950 , the Advertising Association of Japan passed
the Ethical Principles of Advertising 2 which included the
following points :
( 1 ) All advertisingshould cope with social norms
and laws and contribute to the welfare and
convenienceof the public .
( 2 ) Advertisingshould present the truth about
commoditiesand service , so that the public
may trust it .
( 3 ) Deception and exaggerationin advertising are
not allowed .
( 4 ) Defamationa d Slander of Goods are not allowed .
( 5 ) Advertisingshould not appeal to superstition.
1 Truth - in - Ads Does ' t Some Execs , AdvertisingAge ,
( June19 , 1972) , p . 1 .
( : - ' =2 ) Fan - Chi - yu Advertising
( Taiwan , 1973 , ChineseEdition) .
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( 6 ) Immitationor violation of trade marks
and patents in advertising , packaging ,
and designs , are not allowed .
( 7 ) Advertisers, media and agencies should
take the social and legal responsibil -
ities of advertising. 1
On October 7 , 1958 , the JapanesePress Associat -
ion disseminated Ethical Principles in Advertising to
its members , and in February 1962 , the AdvertisingCouncil
of Japan was establishedand promoted the aim of dissem -
i 2nating morals through advertising service . 11
1 . 23 Self - regulatoryMovementin Hong Kong
There are three advertising organizations
in Hong Kong : The Association of Accredited Advertising
Agencies , The Hong Kong Advertisers' Association, and
The Hong Kong Chinese Advertising Commerce Association .
Self - regulation in advertisingwas unheard of in Hong
Hong until December 1973 , when The Associationof
Accredited Advertising Agencies published a Self -
regulation Guide and distributed it to its members .
Self - regulation in advertising in Hong
Kong rest on the judgement of advertising managers in
the media and on managementi the agencies . They
usually take the regulationsand laws of Hong Kong as
their legal guide .
1 Ib id .
2 Ibid.
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While in almost every advanced country there is
some sort of self - regulation activity , there still remains
the big question of what these activities in fact accom -
plish . For example, in the Republicof China ( Taiwan ) ,
The advertisers, agencies , as well as media and quite
aware of self - regulation , but no organizationis formed
to take action , only the Displinary Committee of Press
in Taipei is active in this movement. 1
1 Furthermore,ovement.
other civil organizationshave been formed in these
countries whose purpose is to protect consumers again -
st deceptive and misleadingadvertisements, e . g . the
Better Business Bureau of the United States , the Brit -
ish Standards Institute , the Consumers Association of
the United Kingdom , The Arbeitsgemeinscraftder Verb -
rauchevbande of West Germany , the Consumers Association
of Japan , the ConsumersAssociationof the Republic of
China etc . Though we have such activities or organ -
izations in Hong Kong , they have taken no steps again -
st deceptive advertising government controls on adver -
tising seem inevitable , especially for places like here ,
where the protection of consumers and self - regulatory
advertising activities are not actively promoted . We
have no consumer protection activities organized : by
civil organizations, 2 and the self - regulation movement
is weak.
1 lbid.
2 In early April , 1974 , the Hong Kong Governmentset
up a Consumer Council . The functions of the Consumer
Council are different from those of the consumer assoc -
iations mentioned . The Council only deals with public
complaints on prices and makes recommend actions to
Government to take action against unfair pricing .
See : Consumer' Council Chief Named , South China Morn -
ing Post , ( April3 , 1974 ) . p . 1
Twelve Named For Consumer Council , South China
MorningPost , ( April 8 , 1974 ) , p . 1 .
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If we turn on the televisionset , we might see an
advertisementfor a Portuguese port wine . The advertise -
ment appeals to Chinese custom by saying that the wine
contains precious Chinese medicines , namely Antler and Gin -
seng , which the Chinese regard as beneficial to health . If
we go to departmentstores or jobber houses , we can find
hundredsof brands of brandy displayingthe initials V . S . O . P .
were grading initials used for French exported Brandy , mean -
ing the brandy was older then twenty years . Today , even
Brandy imported from South Africa uses these initials , thus
implying that it is the twenty - year or older French import .
These Brandies can be seen in any departmentstore of job -
bers house where promoting sales is the important concern ,
even through the practice may mislead the customers .
Newspapersand posters are by no means exempt from
charges of being misleading and deceptive . An advertise -
ment for a medicine in a newspapersays that the medicine
produced in Switzerlandwas made of Analytical I 13 and
Ginseng . It can cure thirty - five diseases ( the diseases
are not mentioned) and it is able to make a man of middle
age revover his youth . The terms Bathing Together With
Girls , Incrediable and Powerful Medicine which relate to
serual behavior , are commonly found in newspapersand post -
ers on the street .
Furthermore , a substantial amount of criticism
of advertising' s persuasivepower and the impact of
advertisingon children ' s mentality as well as behavior ,
are hot topics for argument in the United States and
other countries where advertising is the main tool of
10
marketing . These facts may lead us to think about
the context of advertising, and whether legal con -
trols should be increased .
1 . 3 Objectives
The author hopes that this study will be
able to serve as a guide for readers interested in
the legal controls on advertisingin Hong Kong , how
the advertisers , advertising agencies , media and
other suppliers manage these controls , how they see
them , and how they manage the legal relations among
themselves.
The Objectives of this thesis are
to study and evaluate legal controls on( a )
advertisng in Hong Kong
to study and evaluate the legal relationship( b )
between advertising agencies , the media and
advertisers
to study how advertising agencies , the media( c )
and advertisers handle their legal problems .
1 . 4 Definitions
The terms used in the thesis title , such as
legal aspects , advertising and Hong Kong may
have implications different from those intended by
the author . Thus , it is necessaryfor the author
to define their meanings in these thesis .
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The term legal aspect refers to the legal
ramifications and government regulations which are
stated in black and white , publishedand made avail -
able to the public . It also includes the legal re -
lations between advertising agencies , advertisers
and the media .
The term advertising as employed in this
thesis refers to
any paid form of non - personal presentation
and promotionof ideas , goods , or services
by an identified sponsor . It involves the
use of such media as the following: magaz -
ine and - newspaperspace , motion pictures ,
outdoor( posters, signs , skywriting, etc . ) ,
direct mail , store signs , novelties( calen -
dars , bottlers, etc . ) , radio , television,
cards ( car , bus , etc . ) , catalogues, direc -
tories and references , programs and menus ,
and circulars .
Hong Kong refers to the British Colony which
consists of Hong Kong Island , Kowloon, the New Ter -
ritories and outlying islands where the Hong Kong
Government effectively exercises its political poer .
1 . 5 Methodof Study
The method employed in this thesis consists
of two main parts : a literature survey and interviews.
the literature survey includes articles which relate
to our topic from both reliable local publications, such as
the South China Morning Post , and overseas publications
1 The American Marketing Association Committee on De -
finitions Advertising .
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such as Advertising Age and Time . Other publications
surveyed include books written by authors with internat -
ional recognition , and official government publications
such as law books , gazettes and law reports .
Hong Kong is a British colony and her legal system
is regarded as part of that of the United Kingdom . Legal
cases constitute an important part of British Common Law ,
hence the legal cases of Hong Kong are subject to the jud -
icial procedure of the United Kingdom . Therefore , the
cases as well as the law of the United Kingdom are referred
to in this thesis where suitable .
For the interviews , the open - end questionnaire
method is employed . Because the legal scope of advertising
is so broad , we cannot expect that every advertisingcompany ,
every segment of the media , or every advertiser would face
a common problem or to be involved in similar legal cases .
They all have different organizational structures , different
scopes of business and different practices . For example ,
Company A might specialise in outdoor advertising , Company
B might specialise in screen advertising , and Company C
might be an advertiser therefore they would face different
legal controls , as they are in different situations .
This thesis consists of six chapters . The first
chapter has discussed why legal control on advertising is
1 Order in council extending Part II of the Administra-
tion of Justice Act to Hong Kong . - Law of Hong . Kong ,
Cap 20 .
Whereas by Part II of the Administrationf Justice
Act 1920 provision has been made for the reciprocal enforce -
ment of judgementsin the United Kingdom and in other parts
of His Majesty ' s Dominion.
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necessary and the success of the self - regulatory movements
in keeping advertisementsclean . In Chapters Two and
Three , the main legal controls in Hong Kong on advertisements
and on media are discussed . The legal relations among advert -
isers , advertising agency , and the suppliers are important
problems in the daily operation of the advertising trade
these relations are discussed in Chapter Four .
The management' s points of view on advertising
agencies , media , advertisers, and how they manage these
controls are discussed in the first part of Chapter Five ,
and the problems are described in the second part of that
chapter . Finally , a summary of the suggestionsgiven by
the interviewees for the situation of advertising in Hong
Kong is given in the last section of Chapter Five .
Chapter Six contains the conclusions , which
summarizes the opinions given by the interviewees and the
findings of this study .
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2 . 0 ADVERTISINGAND THE LAW
In dealing with the protection of the businessman,
the consumer, and the social - ethical system , in almost
every country a number of laws have been passed by legis -
lative bodies to regulate the practice of advertising .
In the United States , apart from the laws passed to regu -
late advertising practice , such as the Federal Trade
CommissionAct of 1914 , the Sherman Act of 1890 , the
Product Labeling Act of 1941 etc . , the Federal Trade
Comission was set up subject to the Federal Trade Comw
mission Act in 1914 , which thereafter becomes the most
active governmentbody engaged in the control of mis -
leading and deceptive advertising . In England and in
Hong Kong , we do not find a governmentbody of the sim -
ilar nature . Nevertheless, numerous laws were passed
and government bodies were set up separately for the
same purpose . In the following sections of this chapter ,
we shall discuss the main items of these laws which are
directly related to the content of advertisements.
In the United Kingdom , the Trade Description
Act was passed in 1968 to replace and extend earlier
legislation imposing criminal sanctions on the use of
false or misleading descriptionsin relation to goods .
Prior to this , a number of acts were passed to regulate
the practices of trade , including advertising .
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These acts , which are extenaeato nong i oiis ,
include the Food and Drugs Act 1955 , Consumer Protection
Act 1961 , Weights and Measures Act 1963 , Hire Purchase
Act 1967 etc . Other ordinancesuch as slander of goods ,
copyright , and trademark are also extended to Hong Kong ,
with minor amendmentsmade by the Hong Kong Legislative
Council .
In order to enforce the law concerned, the Legis -
lative Council of Hong Kong passed some ordinances and
authorised the concerned government bodies to guide the
advertisingmedia , such as the Panel of Censors , TV
Authority , and the Urban Services Departt . ment even the
Fire Servicex Department and Police Department are involved
in outdoor advertising .
The greater part of laws relating to advertising ,
of almost every country , are imposed on the advertising
of medicine the next is the control of deceptive advert -
ising or of advertisingwhich is in bad taste . In some
countries, such as the Republic of China , the law even
extends to the control of policical implications .
2 . 1 The Trade DescriptionAct ( 1968 ) *
The art of the Act directly related to advert -
ising practice states that
If a trade descriptionis used in relation to
any class of goods in an advertisement, the
trade description is taken as referring to all
goods of the class , whether or not in existence
at the time the advertisementis published . In
determiningthe class of goods to which the
trade description used in an advertisementrelated ,
the court is to pay regard not only to the form
and content of the advertisement, but also to the
time , place , manner and frequencyof its public -
ation and all other matters making it likely or
unlikelythata person to whom the goods are
Minor amendmentswere made in 1972 .
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supplied would think of the goods as belonging to
the class in relation to which thy trade descript -
ion is used in the advertisement.
The trade Description Act is not merely concerned
with the quality of goods , but also with the price :
If any supplier of goods gives a false indication
that the price at which they are being offered is
equal to or less than either a price recommended
by the manufacturerof the price at which the
goods ( or goods of the same description) were
previousoffered to him , he is guilty . 2
2 . 2 Slanderof Goods
A manufacturer, trader , or advertiser has a right
to the reputation and good will of his goods . Nevertheless,
when an advertiser or agency designs the advertising theme ,
he may intentionally or unintentionallydamage the good
will or reputation of his competitors, who are justified
in bringing action for the slander of goods :
The publication of a statement which falsely dis -
parages the goods of a rival trader by imputing
some specific defect to such goods and which , in
consequencecauses damage to the injured party ,
will be actionableif it can be shown that the
statement was made deliberately and maliciously .
But it must be proved that actual definite damage
has resulted , such as loss of customersor loss
of trade in the goods slandered. 3
1 G . J . Borrie , Steven ' Borrie ' s MerchantileLaw
( London: Butterworths, 1973 , 16 th ed . , pp . 552 - 553 .
2 lbid
3 Sandbrook and Livesey , Lane ' s Advertising Administration
( London: Butterworths, 1968 ) , p . 74 .
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Statements are actionable if the plaintiff can prove :
1 . that the statementsare false and made to some person
other than the plaintiff .
2 . that they were publishedwith malice , and
3 . that they were calculated to produce and did produce
actual damage . But it is not necessaryto prove
actual damage if the words are calculated to cause
pecuniary damage and either are published in writing
or other permanent form , or are calculated to damage
the plaintiff in a trade or business carried on by
him at the time of the publication. 1
Sandbrookand Liversey ' s opinion on slander of
goods , is that if the words of disparagementimply
carelessnessor incapacity on the part of the plaintiff ,
there might well be grounds for personal action for libel .
In an action dealing with slander of goods , much turns
upon the question of malice . Malice in a statement may
be either implied , or expressed in definite form but
for instance an action would not be slanderousif one
trader , in advertisinghis own goods , used such words
as the best cough cure obtainable anywhere . Although
such a statement disparges other goods of the same class
by suggestingthat they are inferior to it , to make such
a statement actionable would be to make advertising , in
the accepted sense of the word , almost impossible.
It - is needlessto say that a man may praise his
own goods extravgantly without running the risk of
action from his competitors, but he must not venture
1 Borrie, p . 542 .
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into disparaging statements about his competitors '
goods in an effort to impress the consumer the super -
iority of his own .
In many respects slander of goods is similar to
libel , except that in the latter case , persons , not goods ,
are the subject . Sandbrook and Livesey also suggest that
the best way to ensure freedom from any possibility of
action is to avoid any reference to the goods of a
competitor, and not to make statementsthat could , by
any stretch of the imagination, be interpretedas such .
After all , if the goods to be advertisedhave any merits
at all , those are the selling points to emphasise, not
the demerits of others . In any case , it is unsound
advertisingto disparage the goods of a rival . If no
better method can be devised , it is time to alter the
goods or change the advertisingplan . 1
2 . 3 Protection of CommercialIdeas
The laws related to the protection of ideas
include the Copyright Act and the Trade Mark Ordinance .
The protection of ideas is a much litigated problem .
Ideas under certain limited circumstances are recognised
as the property of the creator . But in other instance ,
they are the property of everyone .
2 . 31 Copyright
The law in relation to copyright and performing
rights is governed by the CopyrightAct , 1956 . It became law
1 See SandbrookLivesey, p . 75 .
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on June 1 , 1957 , This law was then extendedto Hong
Kong , with amendmentsbeing made in 1972 and further
amendmentsin July 1973 in the Legislative Council .
This act is very important to the advertisingtrade ,
especially to those who create and handle advertising
artwork .
The Copyright Act states that copyright is given
to individualswho are British subjects . It is also
given to corporate bodies incorporated under the laws
of any part of the U . K . or of anothercountryto which
the relevant provision extends , and it also applies to
countries that are members of the Berne Copyright Union
or parties to the Universal CopyrightConventionand U . N .
Organizations .
According to Sandbrook and Livesey , there are
seven groups of workA protected by the law , provided








Furthermore, they also indicate that there is no
copyrighton an idea which exists only in someone' s mind .
An exceptionto the originalrule , i . e . , an Act of
Parliament can be reproduced , wherras a Governmentpubli -
cation , for example, cannot )
1 Ibid .
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The ownership of the copyright always gives rise
to arguements, for example , according to Sandbrook and
Livesey ,
The copyright of an advertisementbelongs to
the person who create the advertisementor his
employer . This is an extremely important part
of the law to the advertiserand the agency ,
for it means that the advertising agency holds
the copyright on all work which they produce
for their clients and a client cannot use the
work , even though he has paid for the physical
preparation of the advertisement, without the
consent of the agency . This is a very important
point to coysider , when an advertiser changes
his agency .
Actually , the above may not true , as in general
practice the advertiser usually states in the advertising
contract that the copyright of an advertisementor other
artwork produced by the agency and paid by the advertiser ,
should be returned to the advertiser, as they are his
property, not the agency' s .
2 . 32 Trade Marks
Since a trade mark is usually a valuable asset
to the firm to which it belongs , it is necessarythat
there be some protectionfor the owner . If , after
an advertiser has spent many years and much money to
make his mark known , and to create goodwill towards
it , and another firm were able to copy his design , and
so capture his trade , the value of trade marks would
be negligible.
The Trade Marks Act was passed in 1938 , which
defines a trade mark as
1 Thin, p . 77 ,
"...a mark used or proposed to be used in relation 
to goods for the purpose of indicating, or so as 
to indicate, a connection in the course of trade 
between the goods and some person having the right 
either as proprietor or as registered user to use 
the mark, whether with or without indication of the 
identity of that person. "
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The forms of trade marks include a device, brand, 
heading, label, ticket, signature, name, word, letter, 
numeral, or any combination thereof.
Whether a trade mark may be registered or not 
depends on certain features or characteristics. These 
are laid down in the Act under five general headings, and 
a mark, in order to qualify for registration, must consist 
of or at least contain the following particulars:
(a) The name of a company, individual or firm, repre­
sented in a special or particular manner.
(b) The signature of the applicant for registration, 
or that of some predecessor in his business.
(c) An invented word or invented words.
(d) A word or words having no direct reference to the 
character or quality of the goods and not being, 
according to its ordinary signification, a geog­
raphical name or surname.
(e) Any other disinctive mark, but a name, signature 
or word other than such as fall within the des­
cription in the foregoing (a), (b), (c) and (d), 
is not registable except upon evidence of its 
distinctiveness.1
1 Trade Mark Act (1938), Sec. 9.
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Whether a trade mark is distinctive or not
depends on individual circumstancesand on the extent to
which the trade mark is inherently adapted to distinguish
the product , as providedin section 9 of the Trade ' Mark
Act ( 1938) .
2 . 4 Medical Advertisements
The Undesirable Medical Advertisements Ordinance
( April 1 , 1953 ) regulates the advertisementof medicine
and prohibits advertisements relating to certain diseases
such as the prevention, relies or cure of Bright ' s
disease , cancer , consumptionor tuberculosis, leprosy ,
lupers diabetes , epilepsy or fits , locomotor, ataxy para -
lysis or infantile paralysis. . . . . ' he preventionrelief
or cure of any venerealdiseases. . . . 11
In Section 5 , the law also states It shall be a
defence to prove that the ad to which the proceedings
relate was made only in a publicationof technical char -
acter intended for circulation mainly amongst persons of
medical practitioners , pharmacists , professional staff
of hospital , nursing houses etc . and persons of the Chinese
race practising medicine or surgery as herbalists accord -
ing to purely Chinese Methods in accordance with Medical
Registration Ordinance . This ordinance is generally
applied to all advertisingmedia , but controls on tele -
vision as stated in Advertising Standards under the
Television Ordinance are more strict .
2 . 5 Mire Purchase
A unique piece of legislation governing advert -
isements covering goods offered for sale by Hire - Purchase
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was inevitable, as hire - purchase is now a popular form
of consumer behavior . The Hire - Purchase Act first came
into force on January 1 , 1958 , but it was subsequently
amendedin 1964 and 1965 . The new 1967 Act is a conso -
lidation act which confirms , or makes certain slight
modificationsto the original act and its amendments.
It applies to advertisementswhich relate to goods avail -
able for disposal by hire - purchaseor credit sale , but the
act states that advertisementswhich consist only of spoken
words are not affected . r ' uthermore, the Act does not apply
to an advertisementoffering a credit sale where the price
of the article does not exceed£ 5 or exceed£ 2 , 000 ( Sect -
ion 2 , p . 21 ) , one major exceptionis providedin Section
4 , stating that the Act is not applicableto
any agreementwhich is made by or on behalf
of a body corporate ( whether incorporatedin the
United Kingdomor elsewhere) as the hirer . . . of
the goods to which the agreementrelates .
Regardingthe scope of control , Section I of the
Act states that all advertisementsof goods for disposal
by way of hire purchase or credit sale are controlled by
the Act if the advertisementcontains one or more of the
elements specified . These elements are
1 . ( a ) that a depositis payable
( b ) that no deposit is payable
( c ) that a deposit expressedas a fraction
or percentageis payable .
2 . An indicationof the amount of any one or
more of the instalmentspayable .
If an advertisementdoes not contain one of these
elements , then it is outside the scope of the Act . Clearly
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then , advertisementswhich refer only to the cash price or
contain such promises asH ire - Purchase Terms or Credit
Sale Terms Available are not affected .
The purpose of the Act is to ensure that any
advertisementwhich sets out to give details of instalment
terms does so clearly , with all relative information set
out in such a way that it cannot be misinterpretedor mis -
understood. To do this , the Act states that if an advert -
isement contains one of the aforementionedlements , then
it must give complete information, as follows : -
( i ) the actual amount of the deposit
( ii ) the actual amount of each instalment
( iii ) the total number of instalments
( iv ) the period of instalment, i . e . weekly, monthly,
er : c .
( v ) if any instalmentsare to be paid before
delivery, the numberrequired( e . g . Deliv -
ered after first instalment ) otherwise ,
delivery is on payment of deposit .
( vi ) the cash price .
The Act also requires that this information be
included clearly and without giving undue prominence
to any particular part of it . This statement is extremely
subtle as it does not object to prominencebeing given to
a certain aspect of the advertisement. It is only undue
prominencewhich will raise objection, egg . . . , the use of
large type for the amount of the instalment, and almost
illegible small type for the number of instalments .
The Act only applies to goods and not to services ,
and it should be understoodthat the Act does not alter the
general legal effect of advertising , whereby an advertise -
ment is merely an offer to negotiate, and not a binding offer .
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Regarding Penalties , the law states that a person
who displays or issues , or causes to be displayed or issued
an advertisementcontraveningSection 1 , is guilty of an
offence punishable summarily by a fine not exceeding £ 50
on first convictiona d £ 100 in any other case ( section 6 ) .
In the case of a corporate body , any officer who consented
to the commissionof the offence or whose neglect was res -
ponsible for the offence , is liable to prosecutionin addition
to the corporationitself .
As for contracts arising from an advertisement, the
Act states that an advertisementto which the Act applies is ,
like any other advertisement, a mere invitation to treat ,
and the owner is in no way bound to dispose of his goods on
the terms of the advertisement. Section 5 expressly provides
that it is immaterial that the statements in the advertise -
ment in no way correspondto the terms on which the goods
are eventually disposed of .
2 , 6 Other Related Laws
Other laws relating to advertising , include the
DefamationOrdinance, which protects a man ' s or a company' s
right to reputation. This is related to law of libel , a
libel being a defamationof a person or a company , published or
expressedno matter in words , or drawing , photographs, .
movie , cartoons , effigies or models may be equally actionable ,
if , by them a person is held up to contempt, ridicule or
hatred , or some imputation is conveyed which isinjurious
to him in his profession, business, or trade , or in his
social life . In the case of libel , the advertiser,
advertising agency and management of the media involved
will be jointly liable . Furthermore, advertising is also
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subject to the control of the Gambling Ordinance , the
Urban Council Ordinance , Food and Drugs , Compositionand
Labelling , Regulations( Sec 5 ) etc . , which advertising
may also involve .
In the abovestated, we find that the laws imposed
on the content of advertisementcover almost every aspects ,
trade description , potection of commercial ideas , hire
purchase , and medical advertisements, they are even extended
to the aspect of goodwills, such as the slander of , goods
and defamation, but we do find these regulationsare some -
times incapable to accomplishedtheir aims if only based
on these regulations. For example , whether an advertise -
ment is in bad taste or not , or whether it is deceptive
or not . So the Hong Kong Governmentse s up some depart -
ments to use human judgementsas well as other laws imposed
on the practice of media as a kind of supplementarydevices .
These aspects of control will be discussed in the following
chapter .
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3 . 0 LAW AND THE MEDIA
In Hong Kong , although we find numerouslaws spec -
ifically set up to regulate the media , very few of them
directly relate to the right and wrong of advertising .
For example , we find nothing in the Publication Control
Ordinance and the Printed Documents ( Control ) Regulations ,
which control publications by defining the responsibilit -
ies of publishers , editors and printers however , these
regulations do not specifically indicate the right and
wrong of advertisingin such printed matters . Again , we
do not find any piece of legislation passed to regulate
radio broadcasting advertisements, although we have a
commercialradio station in Hong Kong . Those laws dir -
ectly related to the media are the Television ( Advertising)
Ordinance and Film Censorship Regulations ( also imposed
on screen advertising ) . In addition , the Advertisements
By - Law passed on June 18 , 1920 , which was extendedfrom
the United Kingdom , directly and specifically regulates
outdoor advertising .
In the previous chapter , we have discussed the legal
controls on the advertisementitself . The following chapter
will be devoted to the discussion of legal controls on the
media.
3 . 1 Outdoor Advertising
The AdvertisementsBy - Law ( June 18 , 1920 ) states
that it shall not be lawful to post bills on private pro -
perty without the consent of the owner or his represent -
atives , and it is prohibited to post them on Government
property .
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The By - law also states that to erect or fix any
kind of sky sign , a licence should be obtained from the
Urban Council, and the licence of ever : - • y sky sign will
be obtained within ten clays after the erection thereof
the agencies furishing the Commissionerof Police with
three copies of a photographof the sky sign , meeting
to the standards in all respects fixed by the Commiss -
ioner of Policy .
Furthermore, no moving neon signs are permitted
in Hong Kong , as they may disturb traffic , and the he -
ight is not to exceed 180 feet above ground level . The
perioed of lease can be up to 5 years . Compulsoryins -
urance against hazards such as typhoons or riots must
be obtained , and rentals are quite expensive. A more
popular means of advertising is the wall painted sign ,
which can be produced far more cheaply than neon signs .
More strict control of signs is expected within
the next two years it is likely that all advertising
and decorative signs of more than twenty square feet will
be licenced under the new laws being drafted by the Legal
Department.
As outdoor advertising can sometimes have quite
a harmful effect esthetically , a Public Health and Urban
Services Ordinance was passed to regulate it , and the
Urban Council is authorized to take action against out -
door advertisingwhich is harmful in any of the follow -
ing ways to the area in which it is erected :
( a ) The amenitiesof any place or locality
( b ) the natural beauty of a landscape.
( c ) the view from the highway, railway , tram -
way , ferry or from any public place - or
water .
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( d ) the amenitiesof any village or
( e ) the amenitiesof any historic or public
building or monument or any place frequented
by the public solely or chiefly on account
of its beauty or historic interest .
3 . 2 Print Advertising
Hong Kong ' s ordinancesrelation to the control
of publicationsrun into the hundreds, such as The Con -
trol of Publication Consolidation Ordinance , The Printed
Documents ( Control ) Regulations, The Newspaper Registr -
ation and Distribution Regulations , The Printing Presses
( Licensing) Regulationsetc . , but little , if any , is
directly concerned with advertising in these printed
matters .
Under the Emergency( Principal ) Regulations( Law
of Hong Kong Cap . 241 , s . 2 ) , the Governorf Hong Kong
may prohibit the publication of a notice , illustration ,
placard , advertisement, production , pamphlet or other like
document . It seems that this is the only provision among
these ordinances pertaining to the management of the print
media in advertising, therefore , we find only fear local
newspaperswhich have built up a good social image which
refuse to print those misleading , illegal obsence advert -
isements . As Professor Shen of the Chinese University in -
dicates :
With a few exceptions, Hong Kong ' s newspapers,
despite their limited space , in varying degrees
are filled with sex , scandal , violence and bias .
In most vernacular papers you read advertisements
on veneral diseases , aphrodisiacs, ' bathhouses,
massage houses and guest houses ( euphemisms
for whore houses ) , You read thank you notes to
cough experts , hemorrhoid experts , all kinds
of experts for their magic - like healing power .
A majority of the papers publish erotic fiction 
liberally illustrated with erotic sketches, 
fortune telling columns or knowledgeable daily 
dissertations on how to get the greatest pleas­
ure out. of sex. Too, most papers are gambling 
sheets 1•
The content, other than advertisements, of pu­
blications especially newspapers, is subject to numer­
ous legal controls. These controls comes from the 
hundreds of ordinances, such as The Defamation Ordinance, 
Treasonable Offences Ordinance, Crown Proceeding Ordin­
ance, Public Order Ordinance, even the Evergency Regul­
ations Ordinance. But these ordinances do not extend 
to the responsibility of the printers, the editors and 
the publishers, on advertisements. English laws even 
seem to encourage these people to publish those illegal 
advertisements, as section 25 of the Trade Description 
Act stated:
With regard to advertisements, it is a defence 
for the person charged to prove that h e is a 
person whose business it is to publish or arr­
ange for the publication of advertisements and 
he received the advertisement for publication 
in the ordinary course of business and did not 
know and had no reason to suspect that its 
punlicat ion would amount to an offence under 
the Act 2•
3.3 Screen Advertising
A panel of censors is appointed by the Governor 
under The Film Censorship Regulations to censor all
1C.Y. Shen, The Law and Hass Media in Hong K o n g , 




films which are intended for exhibition in Honk Kong ,
including commercial films and advertising films .
The Film Censorship regulations only states its
particular area of concern as
Any person whatsoeverwho lttpon moral , religious ,
educational or other grounds is of opinion that
a film exhibited , or advertisedto be exhibited ,
should not be so exhibited or continue to be so
exhibited may by notice in writing to the Col -
onial Secretary stating the grounds of such op -
inion request that such film shall be reviewed
by the board. . . . .
In 1973 , the Panel of Censors announcedcertain
written regulations or criteria for their judgements of
right and wrong in regular motion pictures , but there
was nothing about the criteria employed to judge the right
or wrong of advertisingfilms . . INNlevertheless, in many
countries , the organizationsengaged in screen advertis -
ing have set up some self - regulatorystandardsto imple -
ment the absence of a governmentalstandard . In England ,
for example , a code was publishedby the Screen Advertis -
ing AssociationLtd . , known as the Code of Standardsof
Screen Advertising Practice , which follows the regulations
of other media for controlling deceptive and misleading
advertisementsand advertisementwhich are in bad - taste .
In Hong Kong , such a self - regulatorycode is absent .
3 . 4 Broadcast Advertising
Amongst the laws imposed on advertising media ,
almost every country imposes most strict control on ad -
vertising in television . gong Kong is not an exception .
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Under the Television Ordinance , the Governor ap -
points the Television Authority to enforce television
boardcasting , including television advertising . In other
words , television advertising, is not only subject to the
censorshipof the Panel of Censors , but also subject to
the control of the Television Authority .
Apart from the Television ( Advertising) Regulat -
ions stated in the Television Ordinance , the Television
Authority implements and publishes an Advertising Stand -
ard ( Revised in 1972 ) in which detailed standardson
television advertising are found . The Advertising Stand -
ards not only state the right or wrong of advertising, but
also the time limit for each segment of time :
. . . advertisingmaterial may not exceed seven
minutes in any hour .
. . . Advertisingmatter may be included only at
the beginning and end of the programmesand at
natural breaks within programmes , provided such
breaks come within the following limitations . . .
There are numerous products or services listed
as unacceptable in the Advertising Standards . Most
advertisementsare proscribed in some way , even tooth
paste , antiseptic or disinfecting tables , slimming or
weight reducing measures . . . are required to be approved
by the Director of Medical and Health Services those
related to medicines and not requiring the approval are
hair restorers , beauty creams , baby powders or talc
powders. . . . .
An appendix in the AdvertisingStandards, is de -
voted to Advertising and Children . It governs the
participation of children in advertisementsand the
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impact of advertisementso children ' s behavior and ment -
ality . The control of the effects of advertisementson
children is quite a controversal question . Nevertheless ,
such kind of control was inevitable the question only
remains as to the extent of the control . It cannot be
denied - , : hat the impact of televisionand this includes
television advertising , has a very pervasive effect on
children . Nicholas Johnson , FCC Commissionerof the United
States , stated :
Television is the candy the child molester
gives your kids l .
In the United States , several studies were con -
ducted on the impact . of television advertisingon child -
ren . An organizationwas set up to take action against
and give advise to advertisementsrelated to children , it
is known as Action for Children' s Television( ACT ) . The
National Association of Broadcasters even amended its TV
Code to reduce by 25 percent , the time devoted to commer -
cials and other non - programme material during weekend
television programmes designed mainly for children 2 .
We in Hong Kong do not have such a self - regulat -
ion activity , and the volume . . of advertisementsin pro -
grammes designed mainly for children is not found in the
Advertising Standards , nor is it found in the Advertising
Regulations of three television stations in Taiwan .
1 S . Ward , Kids , TV - Marketerson Hot Seat , Harvard
BusinessReview( July - August1972 ) , pp . 16 - 28 .
2 lbid.
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In Hong Kong , we find that advertisingpractice in
telev ision is subject to the control of both the Television
Authority and the Panel of Censors , cinema advertising is
controlled by the Panel of Censors as well . For the outdoor
advertising , although there is a number of laws governing
it and it is subject to the control of Urban Services
Department and the Police department , we still easily find
posters put up illegally or the contents of the posters
are in bad taste . As advertisingin printed matters is
concerned , there is no specific governmentbody set up to
control it , nor is there a governmentbody set up to control
radio advertising. As sequence of effect , the problem dece -
ptive and misleading advertising in printed matter especially
in the so - called mini - newspapers, is the most serious .
This may ascribe to the negligenceof the Hong Kong Govern .
ment . Yet we find this problem is not significantin the
radio registered in Hong Kong , rather it is significant in
the Radio Macare which is not subject to the control of
Hong Kong Governmentbut it can be received in Hong Kong .
Thus , she can do . nothingfor it .
In the following chapter , we shall discuss the legal
relations among the advertiser , advertising agency and the
media , and we shall go back to the problems discribed in this
chapter together with the interwees ' opinion on these problem .
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4 . 0 THE LEGAL RELATIONSAfl ONG AGENT , PRINCIPALAND THIRD PARTY
The legal position of an advertising agency from
time to time involves not only the relations between the
agency and the advertiser, i . e . , the principal, but also
the relations between the agency and the third parties ,
which may be classified into four categories : the public ,
competitors , government and suppliers . The suppliers
include various media , printers , photographers, models ,
performers , program producers , and other who render
personal service or materials .
The media are very often regarded as the prin -
cipals of the advertising agencies , thus making relations
between agency , suppliers and advertiser more complicated .
For example , an advertising agency is usually empowered
by the media to act for them in obtaining advertisements.
In return , the media pay the agency - commissionin this
case , the media become the principalsof the agency , and
at the same time , the advertisersare also the principals
of the agency . Under such circumstances, the liabilities
of the advertisingagency may be completelyvoid , even if
the advertiser fails to make payment .
Therefore , we find that the general legal concepts
of agent may not necessarilybe suitable for an advert -
ising agency , and there is no law passed to specify the
liabilities of an advertisingagency , not even in the
United Kingdom , Japan or the United States , where advert -
ising agencies have been a popular form of business
practice . As Fridman stated that , in the light of
decisions concerned with the personal liability to third
parties of certain classes of agents , viz . , auctioneers,
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solicitors , insurance brokers , and shipbrokers, and others ,
i . e . , forwarding, confirming, and advertisinga ents , the
old , Victorian concept of agency is outdated . Instead of
this , the suggestion is made that there should be developed
a new category of agents under the rubric of ' agency with
dual responsibility' . Such agents would be liable to their
principals according to the normal rules of agency , and
directly responsible to third parties , subject to a right
of indemnity from their principals . This would obviate
the problem of deciding whether a person has contracted as
an agent ( without personal liability ) or as a principal
( thus involving himself in responsibilityto the other
1
contracting party )
In the follwoing sections of this chapter , as we
go through the legal relations between advertiser , agency
and the third parties , we find that there are loopholes
in English law , or even in Americanlaw in the administra-
tion of justice in advertising. The ambiguity of the law
creates confusion for prople engaged in the advertising
trade , who do not know how to mamage these relations .
4 . 1 Relationshipamong Advertiser , Media and Advertising
Agency
4 . 11 Liabilitiesto Third Party
In English law , . . . if an agent makes a contract
1 Detai is see : G . H . L . Fridman, The Law of Agency
( London: Butterworths, 1971 ) P . 31 .
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on behalf of a named principal , the only contracting
parties are the principaland the third party . . . . 1
provided that the agent has informed the third party
that he is acting on behalf of a principal , even he
may not disclose the principal ' s identity . In other
words , the principal will be liable if the agent had
authority , expressed, implied or apparent , or if he
ratifies the agent ' s act thus , the agent drops out
the legal rights and liabilities . On the other hand ,
where an agent while acting within his authority
makes a contract on behalf of a principal but does
not disclose the existence of the principal to the
third party , the principal is said to be undisclosed,
and the general rule is that he can sue and can be
sued on the contract which the agent made with the
third party .
In Keighley , Maxsted V . Durant Lord Lindley ,
after describing the doctrine as anomalous , went on
thus :
But middlemen , through whom contracts are
made , are common and useful in business trans -
actions and in the great mass of contracts
it is a matter of indifferenceto either party
whether there is an undisclosed principal or
not . If he exists it is , to say the least ,
extremely convenient that he should be able
to sue and be sued as a princiapland he is
only allowed to do so upon terms which exclude
injustice. 2
1 Robert Lowe , CommercialLa ` s , ( London: Sweet
Maxwell, 1970 ) , p . 39
2 lbid
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There are three exceptional cases where the undis -
closed principal cannot sue , or be sued by , the third
party . The first is where the contract expressly provides
that the agent is the sole principal . The second is where
the terms of the contract are inconsistentwith agency .
The third case in which an undisclosed principal cannot
sue is where the identity of the principal is material to
the third party 1 .
An adevrtising agency is not liable to any contract
unless the contract made between the agent ( Advertisng
Agency ) and the third party ( suppliers ) is too personal
to permit an undisclosedprincipal to intervene 2 . The
third party , especially the media , should be regarded as
deemed to know the principal, i . e . , the advertiser, because
an advertisng agency generally renders its advertising
services on behalf of an advertiser . This rule is applica -
ble in the United States . In November, 1971 , for example ,
the American Business Press Incorporation advised members
to review their contracts with agencies :
In a report to its members, the ABP memo
discusses the question of advertising agency
liability for payment under the standard
advertising contract . Specially , the
question centers around an agency that is
billed for an ad it placed and then claims
it isn ' t receiving payment from the client
because the client has filled bankruptcy
papers . Agencies, in this case , may claim
they are not liable because they are a 5 ting
as the client ' s agent , the memo stated .
1 Ibid, p . 40 .
2 lbid.
3 ABP Advises Members to Review Their Contracts with
Agencies, AdvertisingAg , ( November15 , 1971 ) , p . 10 .
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The abovestated is only applicable in business law
if law of tort or criminal law are involved in the relations
between an advertising agency and advertisers , the situation
is quite different . For example , in English Law of Tort ,
an agent who commits a tort will be personally liable for his
wrong , even if it was done with the authority of his principal
( express , implied or apparent) and for the principal' s bene -
fit . He cannot plead the authority of his principal by way of
defence , even though he does not know that what he is doing is
tortiousye . g . the , infringementof a copyright. He will not
be liable if his unlawful act was originally unauthorisedand
became lawful upon subsequent ratification by his principal ,
for example a distraint legalised by the principal ' s ratific -
ation of the agent ' s act . Furthermore, the agent will not
be personally liable if he himself was innocent of deceit ,
even though the principal knew that the agent was making a
misstatement. 1
In the law of the United States , Gilbert H . Well
stated in the Handbook of Advertising Management 2
the advertiser is more likely than the
agency to be aware when an advertisementis
unfairly competitivevis - a - vis business rivals .
Thus , in practice , competitorshave usually sued
the advertiser alone . In theory , however , there
is no reason why an agency , under some circumstan-
ces , could not be held legally accountable. If ,
for example , it negligently conducted product per -
formances , tests or research which caused the
advertiser , reasonably relying upon them , to
authorize the publication of a false comparative
advertisingclaims , the agency might be liable to
1 See Fridman, p . 245
2 G . H . Well , Managingthe Legal Aspects of Advertising
in Handbook of Advertising Managementby Roger Barton ,
( New York : Mc Graw- Rill , 1970 ) p . 12
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its client for his losses suffered as the
result of an action against him by compe -
titor . The agency would be liable , of course ,
for any recovery against its clients by a
competitor- or a member of the general
public - for any wrongs , such as those men -
tioned in the preceding and following para -
graphs , if , as suggestedearlier , it falls
within the scope of an indemnification
clause .
Nevertheless , an advertising agency is still likely
to be attacked by Governmentparties , such as the famous
Colgate case 1 is representative. Addressing itself to
the advertising agency ' s culpability , the Commissionstated
the advertisingagency , as the moving party in originating ,
preparing and publishing the commercials , and having full
knowledgenot only the claim false , but that the ' proof '
offered to the public to support it was a sham should be
responsible for the advertisement.
As Well summerizes this case that the advertising
agency should not shirk from at least prima facie respon -
sibility for the conduct in which they participate ,
according to # he judgement given by the United States
Court of Appeal
1 The advertisementof Colgate - Palmolive Company ' s
Rapid Shave Cream showed sandpaper being shaved while
a voice explain : To prove Rapid Shave ' s super - moisturing
power , we put it right from the can onto this rough , dry
sandpaper. It was a supply , soak and off in a stroke .
See also : S . S . Baker : The PermissibleLie ( London:
PeterOwen, 1968 ) , p . 16 .
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The United States Court of Appeals affirmed the
Commission, nothing that it could See no reason
why advertising agencies , which are now big
business , should be able to shirk from at least
prima facie responsibility for conduct in which
they participate. - Colgate - PalmoliveCo . v .
FTC , 326 F . 2 d 517 , 523 - 524 ( 1 st Cir . 1963)
reversedon other grounds, 180 U . S . 374 ( 1965 ) .
The liabilities of agency and advertiser subject
to criminal law are similar to law of torts . 1 As with
torts , criminal acts by an agent can give rise to two
different sorts of liability . The first is the direct ,
personal liability of principal and agent with respect
to such acts . The second is the vicarious liability of
a principal . As will become evident in due course , the
way the criminal law has dealt with the latter of these
varieties of liability reveals certain similarities as
well as certain major differences between the effects of
the agency relationship in the criminal law and its effects
in the law of torts .
The position of the agent is clear . He will be
personallyliable if he is guilty of the crime in question ,
i . e . , has committedthe actus reus with the requisitemens
rea ( where required ) . But if the agent is innocent, though
he has been used by the guilty principal to undertake
conduct which is criminal , such as make a false state -
ment , not knowingit . to be false , though the falsity
is known to the principal who obtains goods thereby
then the principalis guilty , but the agent is not . 2
1 Ibid.
2 Fridman, p . 251 .
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4 . 12 Agency' s Duties
The general practice in the advertising tr aae in
Hong Kong is for the advertiserto pay from 10 to 15
percent of the amount spent on media to the agency as
agency commission or as service charges and the media
usually offer a 15 to 50 percent discount , known as
agency discount , of the advertisingrates , to the
agency . The discount amount is usually returned to
the advertisers by the agency . The terms agency
commission and service charges have different
legal implications. If the former is used , it means
the advertisingagency act as an agent , the latters ,
means that it acts as principal itself . The artwork ,
creative thought and services other than media services ,
are charged directly by the agency .
Obviously the advertising agency should provide
the services stated in the contract unless they are il -
legal , and they should obey the instructionsgiven by
. the advertiser . It is more important that the agency
should not disclose the trade secrets of the advertiser
to the third party , especially to its competitors, and
it is not lawful for the agency to receive secret profits .
As the scope of service rendered by an advertising agency
is not only limited to advertising, but also to marketing
research , it is inevitable that the advertiser will pro -
vide confidential information to the advertising agency .
In terms of trade secrets , both English and American Law
are quite alike and governedby Laws of Torts . Of A
business or trade secret is usually considered to be any
type of informationwhich is used in one ' s business,
and which gives an opportunity to obtain an advantage
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over competitorswho do not know or use it . 11 lbo
if the advertising agency discloses trade secrets
to the competitorof its clients , it is liable for
indemnity . Regarding secret profit , English law says
it refers to any financial advantage which the agent
receives over and above what he is entitled to receive
from his principal by way of renumeration. This
includes bribes , that is the payment of a ' secret
commission' by a third party to obtain the agent ' s com -
plicity in some activity not neccessarilyin the inter -
est of his principal . But there need be no bribery
involved in the making of a secret profit 2 . But for
advertising trade , this general rule of agent may also
be applicable. In Hippsisly v . Knee Brothers :
A principal appointed an auctioneer to sell
goods and agreed ( inter alia ) to pay the auct -
ioneer ' s advertisingand printing expenses .
The auctioneer charged the full price of these
items to his principal , without dosclosing
that he ( the auctioneer) had received certain
trade discounts. It was held that he must
account for the difference3 .
As illustrated in this case , the advertisingagency ,
in the absence of full disclosure , must account for such
1 W ' leil, P . 15 .
2 Fr idman, p . 136 .
3 Lowe, p , 12 ,
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profit and thus must not make secret commission, and
should disclose the actual agency discount of the media
to its client .
Furthermore , the relationship between an advert -
iser and an agency is somewhat confidential therefore ,
in the selection and delegationof sub - agent and third
party , the agency should secure the consent of the
principal :
. . . the relationshipof a principal and agent
is a confidentialone , the principal imposes
trust in the agent of his choice . Hence the
obligation of agent is to act personally, in
conformity with the maxim ' delegatus non
potest delegare ' , which applies here as in
the law of trusts and administrativelaw , and
for the same reasons . Unless permitted by
the law or by the contract between the parties ,
the employmentof a sub - agent by the agent
will be a breach of his obligationto the
principal. 1
4 . 13 Advertiser' s Duties
The primary duties of an advertiser are
( i ) to pay the remunerationt the advertising
agency for the service rendered .
( ii ) to indemnifyhis agent against losses , lia -
bilities and expenses incurred in the perform -
ance of the undertaling these may be expressly
stated in the contract of agency .
1 Fridman, p . i G
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As law of torts is regarded , the advertiser
should also commit the following duties .
( 1 ) the advertisershould not keep the agency
ignorantof the true facts , i . e . , he must
provide the true informationto the agency .
( 2 ) the advertisershould investigatethe con -
tractual capacity of the agency before
entering into working relations .
If the Advertiser deliberately provides the wrong i . ntorm
ation to the agency , he is liable for fraud to the agency
and to the third party , and the liability of the agency
is voided to third party . Furthermore, the advertiser
should also investigate the contractual capacity of the
agency appointed, as in English Law , so far as an agent
is concerned, there is no need for him to have full con -
tractual capacity because he will normally be a mere
link between two contractingparties . I If the advert -
iser appoints the wrong agency , without the capacity to
perform the undertakingstated in the contact , he may
not be able to claim indemnity against the agency under
law of contract.
4 . 2 The Contract
The Key feature of agency is the agent ' s power
to alter his principal ' s legal position , by making
contracts on his behalf or disposing of his property .
1 Lowe, p . 6 .
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This power to bind the principal can arise in three
ways:
( 1 ) By consent.
( 2 ) By operationf law .
( 3 ) By the doctrine of apparent authority.
In the vast majority of cases the agent ' s power to bind
his principal is based on consent . 1
In the advertisingtrade , almost all the advert -
ising agencies enter into working relationships with the
advertisersor media by consent , i . e . , the agency renders
services and the advertiser or media pay for them .
Under British Law , the general rule is that no formal -
ities are required for the appointmentof an agent .
As Lord Cranwworthput it in an early case .
No one can become the agent of another person
except by the will of that other person . His
will may be manifestedin writing or orally or
simply by placing another in a situation in
which . . . accordingto the ordinary usages of
mankind that other is understood to represent 2
and act for the person who has so placed him .
Although an oral consent is also regarded as a
valid contract in English Law , when an advertiser and
an advertising agency or its suppliers enter into working
1 Lowe, p . 5 .
2 lbid, p . 6 .
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relations with each other , a written formal contract
is essential for specifying the correlative rights and
duties in every detailed contingency .
The advertising contracts may be classified into
two categories : the detailed contract , in which the scope
of service rendered by the agency , the commission, obli -
gations and duties of both parties are stated , and the
general contract in which only the general terms , such
as period of the contract , obligation and duties are
stated , but not the specific scope of service . The
latter type of contract is more flexible in order to
cope with developmentsas rapidly changeable and con -
stantly fluid as those with which the both parties are
concerned.
Gilbert H . Weil commentson these two types of
contracts saying that
Realistically, if sufficient rapport and good -
will do not exist between an advertiser and its
agency to stimulate every effort to accommodate
to new situations , a long contract will not keep
their association intact . When their disposit -
ion to continue working together is strong enough ,
they will find their way through new or contro -
versal situation as they occur . If the under -
lying relationshiphas become stale , however ,
it will not be improvedby one party or the other
standing on its technical rights under a legal
document , and such resolutionswill , therefore ,
probably be temporaryat best . Indeed , they
might even be sources of additional provocation .
lofeil, p . 5 .
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The facts mentioned in this chapter show that
the relations among advertiser , advertising agency ,
and media are complicated. Sometimes, the agency may
be jointly liable with the advertiser , especially they
are involved in government' s legal actions . Neverthe -
less , we may conclude that the liabilities , duties as
well as obligations of either party depend on the terms
of contract , for example , if an advertisingagency
enters into a contract with the media as principal , as
those in Philippine , United Kingdom and as some agencies
in Hong Kong , they are regarded as principal . If it
enters the contract on behalf of its clients , the advert -
iser , as agent , it is not liable to the third parties ,
unless the contract is too personal to permit an undis -
closed principal to intervene . These relations will
he further discussed in chapter five of this thesis .
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5 . 0 MANAGINGTHE LEGAL ASPECTS OF ADVERTISING
In the previous chapters , we have discussed the legal
controls on advertisementsa d on the practice of media , as
well as the legal relations among advertiser , advertising ag -
ency , media and other suppliers . In the following sections ,
we shall discuss the opinions of the managers 1 and govern -
ment officers towards these controls and how the managers
manage these controls and the legal relations among them .
Some cases related to the topics are cited to vis -
ualize these . problems . All of these cases occured in 1973
in Hong Kong , the names of the companiesas well as names
of people involved in these cases are disguised .
The first part of this chapter is devoted to the
discussion of Managing the Legal Controls on Media , it will
cover the interviewees' point of view on the legal control
on advertisingin television , screen , outdoor , press and
radio . The second part is devoted to the discussionon
their opinion on legal controls on the content of advert -
isements , such as hire purchase, slander of goods etc . and
the third part is concerned with their viewpoints on the
legal relations , especially liabilities among them . Some
generalized points are described as suggestion to conclude
this chapter .
1 The term managers employed in this chapter refers to
the managing directors , advertising managers account mana -
gers and executives interviewed , otherwise , they will be
specially mentioned .
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The interviews were conducted from December 4 , 1973
to March 4 , 1974 , involvinga total of twenty - four managers,
government officers , and executives engaged in the advertising
business or related to it were interviewed during this period .
















1Panel of Censors Officer
TV Authority Officer 1
1Urban Service Dept . Officer
Total : 24
As mentioned above , the open - end questionnairemethod
is employed in thesis interviews . All names of companies,
organizations, people , are disguised subject to the demand of
some interviewees.
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5 . 10 Managingthe Legal Controls on Media
In the interviews with the managementof
advertising agencies , media and advertisers , we find
that some managers know very little about the legal
controls they feel thea , e has not been a problem ,
even though they have been in the advertising trade
for several years . On the other hand , some managers
are aware of these controls , especially those who are
working for the media . Generally speaking they are
satisfied with the present controls , or as the chairman
of an advertising association said , though there are
numerous laws passed to control the advertising pract -
ice , most of them still are not strictly carried out .
5 . 11 Different Criteria for Screen and Television
The managers said that only television advert -
ising is subject to serious control . The more serious
controls on television advertising are reasonable , as
television is received by everybody , including children .
In the Television Advertising Standard Code of Hong
Kong , almost one - third of the regulationsdeal with
matters relating to children for example ,
In November , 1973 , an advertisingagency
launched an advertising film for a Swiss
Watch to local cinemas and television .
The film is a girl putting on a see - through
shirt on an outing with her boy friend .
Suddenly, it rains . They rush to a tree ,
they get wet . The breasts as well as the
nipples of the girl are clearly shown in
a close - up shot . Then the watch is
imposedon the chest of the girl . . . .
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One week after the film was launched , the management
of the television station informed the advertising agency
that the film was removed by the instruction of The Television
Authority . Then , the manager ofihe advertising agency went to
see the Censors . The Censors told him that the Television
Authority had the right to do that , though the film was approved
by this Panel . The explanation given by the Television Authority
to the manager was that the Authroity had received outside
complaints, and they found the film to be in bad taste and not
suitable for television broadcasting . They also stated that
the regulations for screen advertising are much more liberal
than those for television, as more than 90 per cent of the film
shown in cinema these days are regarded as not suitable for
children , , and the label not suitable for children is required
to put on the advertisementsof these films . But in the case
of television , the media reaches everybody , including the child -
ren . The concerned advertising agency finally cut away the
close - up shot where the nipples of the girls were seen , and the
film was allowed to be shown on television again .
Both screen advertising and television advertising are
subject to the approval of the Panel of Censors , but we find
that there is no written standard or criteria stated in the
concerned- ordinances, nor are they found in any official
publications. In an interview , the censor officers stated that
they have rough written criteria for Motion Pictures , but none
for the advertisingfilms . The criteria are thus based on
their personal judgement , but they usually put stricter control
on advertisingfilms .
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5 . 12 Outdoor Advertising Procedures Are Complicated
Regarding outdoor advertising , the managers
said that the present practice of government regulations
should be revised . the required procedure for the erection
1`'
of a sky sign is too complicated. he permissionof the
Urban Service Departmentis required , and the agency is
required to satisfy the Public Works Department and the
Fire Service Department. If the Governmentset up a
departmentto manage the whole thing , or the Urban Service
Departmentwere to take care of it , such as asking the
Fire Officer and Public Works Officers to inspect all
the necessary conditions , then time would be saved by
by - passing certain departments. The Managers also said
that
Moving neon signs should not be prohibited . The
Governmantsaid that they disturb the traffic . . .
If moving neon signs are allowed in places where
they do not disturb the traffic , they would
beautify the night scene of Hong Kong and attract
more tourists as well as increase our business .
For example , the moving neon signs are allowed to
be erected on the waterfront, you see , how
beautiful it would be !
Not only in Hong Kong is licensing the order of
the day , but also in Taiwan , Singaporewhere the erection
of advertisingpanels or sky sign is also subject to
licensing by the concerned governmental bodies . Outdoor
advertising in these countries must have the permission
of urban council or the equivalentof an urban council ,
the Public Works Department and the Police Department .
In Taiwan , three seperate sets of regulations have been
passed to regulate outdoor advertising , known as the
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Advertising Sign Control Methods , Advertising Panel
Standards of Taipei Public Works Department and
Control of Erection of Sky Sign Methods , in which
the size , appearance, height , even the removal of
the approved panels are subject to control . Hong Kong ,
then , is not the only place where such controls are
imposed.
5 . 13 No Standardto Follow
CommercialRadio Broadcasting' td . is the only
radio advertisingmedia in Hong Kong , as the Radio
Hong Kong is a government- run organizationwhich do
not accept commercial advertisementof any kind .
The only control on radio advertising is imposed
on advertisementsi elf , such as the Undesirable
Medical Advertisements Ordinance , Trade Description
Act . . . as mentionedabove . The Hong Kong Government
does not impose any regulation on the Radio advertising ,
no time limit is required not is any censorshipon
it required.
As a sales executive of the radio is interviewed,
he said that no regulation about radio advertising
is known to him , but they usually have close contact with
the Government Information Services Department . e also
indicated a case for reference :
Recently , an advertiser came to his offices
for advertisinga product which is not
accepted by television , then he wrote to the
Director of Government Information Service
( he is also the Comissionerfor Television
Films ) whether they could boardcast the
concerned advertisements and what standard
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should they follow in radio advertising. The Dir -
ector ' s reply indicated that the advertisementis
allowed and radio advertising is advised to follow -
ing the TelevisionStandards, but it is no required .
Not only the CommercialRadio enjoys the liberty of
advertising , the printed media , such as newspapers, magazines
are also have it free from controls . The printed media not
even have a kind of self - control regulationsas those of the
newspaperin Taiwan 1 or in the United States 2 . Whether an
advertisementshould be accepted or not , thus , depends on
the judgement of the advertising executives of the media .
As said by a manager of a prestigiousnewspaper, the self -
control is not absent , they usually keep it in main rather
than as New York Times , or Central . Daily News of Taiwan
publish it . He also says that they often refuse to print
those advertisementwhich are regarded as obsence or re -
lated to veneral diseases or sexual behavior , but it is
difficult for them to judge whether an advertisementis
misleadingor not . He indicatesthat sexual or bias ad = s
vertisementare not only found in mini - newspaperswhich
do Lot refuse advertisementsof any kind , but sometimes
also found in a pretigeousone , as it may be due to the
sales executives of prestigious newspapers intend to make
a better sales record . Nevertheless, such cases are oc -
cassionally found and not serious for prestigious news -
paper . He also defenses that such advertisements
1 Fan - Chi - yu , pp . 377 - 391 .
2 F . , . Thayerand H . L . Nelson, Legal Controlof the Press
( Brooklyn: Name of Publisher, 1962 ) , pp . 601 - 602 .
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may be harmful to the social status or the newspaper,
thus the government should only put stricter control
on those mini - newspapers.
If you interview the Government Information
Services Department and Royal Police Department which
are related to the control of press , the officers may
give you huge statistics on governmentalactions again -
st such obsene advertisements, in fact , you still find
such advertisementsin most printed media .
5 . 14 Satisfied With the Controls
Generally speaking , the Hong Kong advertising
men satisfy with the present legal control , they think
the controls are reasonable , but government should pay
more attention to the outdoor advertisementsand those
printed in ' mini - newspaper' for misleading, deceptive
and bad - taste adverisementsare very often found in
these media . They also agree that self - regulationis
more effective than imposing more regulations .
Regarding the prohibition of cigarette advert -
isement in television which may be lisgistated in the
near future , the managementof a television station
says that it cannot decrease the sales of cigarette ,
but only affect their business , the case in the United
States is a good example. 1
1 Cigaret Promos Flourish as Broadcast Ad Ban Year
Ends , AdvertisingAbe , ( October11 , 1971 ) , p . 1 .
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5 . 20 Protection of CommercialIdeas
As long as an advertisingagency is always
assigned by the clients to design trade marks ,
merchandise marks or other trade descriptions for
them , so both party would involved in the action of
passingoff , i . e . , the agency deliberately, or
unintentionallyimmitate others ' marks , therefore ,
the designers should have good knowledge on the marks
which have been used . For example , an advertising
agency once designed a trade mark for a tooth - paste
by borrowingthat of a famous whisky , even the tooth -
paste is exported to a Pacific island , with a differ -
ent brandname , the Hong Kong manufacturerwas charged
with passing off . This case shows that the trade
mark for two quite different products , that is , they
are not over the same line , are charged with infringe -
ment and passing off .
In Hong Kong , advertising agencies seldom
register their creative ideas , as they are sometimes
not necessarily copyrightable, it is only the advertiser
would registered their trade mark , merchandise marks
or other trade descriptions. Nevertheless, there is
a caution for advertisingmen to copy or pass off
other ' s idea , the Shaw Brother( II . K . ) LimitedV . Golden
Harvest( H . K . ) Ltd . Case may serve an example. 1 This
case indicatesthat an au - hor can claim goodwill in a
fictional character and a film producer who has a
license to use the story creating the character can
build up a goodwill which may be protectedin a pass -
ing off action even although he may not be the owner
of the copyrightheld by Huggins. J .
1
Hong Kong Law Report, May 1971 , p . 168 .
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5 . 21 Copyright
In Hong Kong , copyrightis not respectedby busin -
essmen , nor is it respected by cultural organization. For
advertising , it seems that infringementof copyright is not
popular at all , as most advertiser would prefer their agencies
to create new advertising idea for them , they also indicate
that immitation would result negative response . Sometimes ,
even the agency does not intend to immitate other ' s adver -
tising ideas , but then the advertiser finds that they are
similar to a certain advertisements, he would ask the agency
to make it again . Nevertheless, it does not mean the absence
of infringementof copyright in Hong Kong advertising trade ,
an exatiple is given :
In 1972 , a well - known Swiss Patch agent promoted
an advertisingtheme worldwidely, binding ' time '
and ' gold ' together . The said advertisingtheme
was also used in Hong Kong . No sooner had the
theme promotedin Hong Kong , a competitor' s agency
launched an advertising campaign also using ' time '
and ' gold ' as the theme . Then , the said agent
complained it to the advertising association .
After a committee meeting , the association issued
a circular to all media concerned, saying that
the competitor ' s advertisementsmay infringe the
copyrightof the said watch agent , and the asso -
ciation also advised the competitor ' s advertising
agency to give up the said advertisingtheme . At
last , the dispute was settled .
AS in this case , the said watch agent ' s advertising
theme is a slogan binding' time ' and ' gold ' together, , and
they are screen film and the photographdesigned as put the
gold coins together with the watch . In terms of law , the
competitor may not infringe the copyright of the said watch ,
as shown in Smanidev . La Maison Kosmo 1 , there is no copy -
right in an advertisingslogan and an idea is not able to be
copyright . More or less , the settlementof the dispute
rested on the self - regulation of Hong Kong Advertisingtrade .
1 S inanidev . La MaisonKosmeo, ( 1928 ) 139 L . T . 365 .
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5 . 22 Trade Marks
Copy or immitaionof trade marxs , or zne action
of passing - off , is a serious problemin Hong Kong . You can
find hundredsof trade marks similar to that of a well - -
known product . Copy or immitation of trade marks is not
only found in valuable goods , such as watches , balipens ,
jeans , shirts , even found in toothbrushes. As an official
of Swiss Export Watch Associationcame to Hong Kong claim -
ing that Hong Kong is the largest production centre of
export counterfeit Swiss Watch . Counterfeit goods of
million dollars were captured by the Preventive Service
of the Departmentof Commerce and Industry each year .
An example is given by a manager of a jean manufacturing
company:
The manufactureris a producer of export jeans .
In early 1972 , he expandedHong Kong market and
spent more than one million Hong Kong dollars in
advertisingto build up his trade mark , an
' apple ' , and the ' Apple Jean ' becamevery popular
in local market . At the end of the year , he found
another manufacturerof jeans , Mr . Chung , used
an apple as trade mark for his product , so he
took legal action . At last , an injunctionthat
prohibitesMr . Chung to use ' apple ' trade mark was
granted from Hong Kong Supreme Court .
For the protection of commercial ideas , especially
the advertisingtheme , story , slogan , it is very difficult
to judge whether they are involved in action of passing off ,
infringement. So the advertisingmen are not advised to be
their own lawyer , even as lawyer sometimes find it difficult
to clarify , therefore , they should better avoid the likihood
in designingsuch materials or theme , it is the best way to
avoid legal liabilities .
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5 . 3 Slanderof Goods
The managers interviewed agreed that slander of
goods is not a serious problem in advertisingtrade . They
think that the slander of competitors' goods is the worst
marketing strategy , they also agree the existence of such
problem in Hong Kong advertisements. An example is given :
An advertisementof a hair paste in television
claims that it is better than all other brands
of hair vaselin and hair cream . An experiment
in the advertisementshows that only the said
hair paste is soluable in water without residue ,
the hair vaselin and hair cream are not soluable .
So that the advertisementsays that if the consumer
uses other hair cream ' or hair vaselin , they would
remain in mess on their hair of the consumer. If
the consumer uses the said paste , such problem
will not exist .
The managers also indicate that the existence of
slander of goods is mainly due to silent victims who do not
take legal action against the advertisers and the government
usually does not involve in such problem , as it is purely
commercial competition .
The success of an advertisement, as agreed by most
advertisingmanagers , does not depend on slander of com -
petitor ' s goods . Actually , an advertisementwhich slanders
other goods would result negative response . Nevertheless ,
many advertisers do not have modern marketing concepts
and insist their agency to use slander terms . A prestigeous
advertising agency would refuse to serve such client , as
it would not only make the agency liable for it , but also
wound the reputation of the agency .
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5 . 41 Medical Advertisements
As medical advertisementis concerned , usually ,
the advertisers would obtain a kind of license from the
medical and Health Department before they approach an
advertisingagency , and the media usually ask the advert -
iser to present such certificate if they . are relate to
the Undersirable Medical Advertisements Ordinance or
Television Advertising Standard , otherwise , they would
refuse to render advertising service . However , we find
that the government plays less attention to medical
advertisementsin outdoor media or newspapers than in
television .
More than ninety - five percent of the Hong Kong
population is Chinese , and Chinese medicines is still
widely used . Sometimes, it is difficult for the Medical
Health Department to judge whether these medicines should
be sold to the public or not by western standards. In fact ,
the government put little control on advertisementsof
Chinese Medicine unless they are broadcasted in television ,
they have to be subject to the same controls as other
medicines.
As sequence of effective , deceptive terms used in
medicial, advertisements, such as ' never fails ' ' There ' s
nothingbetter than ' ' One does will immediatelycure . . . . ' . . .
are found in streets and newspapers . These advertisements
are usually designed and placed by the advertisers themselves ,
advertisingagencies , especially those with built - up reput -
ation would refuse to render their service .
5.50 Hire-Purchase
Although the Hire-purchase act clearly states 
what should be stated in the Advertisements for hire- 
purchase, such as the amount of the deposit, instal­
ments, period, cash price etc.,and we find that most 
advertisers, if not all, would do their best to con­
fine themselves to the Act, nevertheless, some advert­
iser would use these advertisements as an advertising 
puff to attract customers. Examples are that the cust­
omer would find the terms are quite different when they 
approach the advertiser, in this case, the customer 
cannot take legal action against the advertiser, as an 
advertisement in matter in English Law, Federal Law of 
the United States, is regard as merely an offer to ne­
gotiate, an invitation to treat, rather than a binding 
offer. However, this rule is reasonable, especially 
in the inflationary time as we live, an advertiser made 
an invitation to treat by advertisement for a product 
two days ago may find the cost of the product rose up 
to the price periously offered.
5.60 Invitation to Treat and Offer
Both in English Law and American Law, an invit­
ation to treat, or sometimes known as an invitation to 
negotiate, does not lead to a binding contract even if 
the other party accepted the invitation, but an offer 
will lead to a binding contract if the offer continuing 
up to the time of acceptance.
2The display in a store and an advertisement is 
usually regarded as an invitation to treat. In English 
Law, there is no provisions relating to these matters, but they
qThayer and Nelson, p. 676.
2W.T. Major, ed., "Phamacentical Society v. Boots, 
_____________ (London : Mac Donald and Evans, 1972), p.8 .
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are governed by the general law . Aevertheless, the
advertiser should bear in mind that an advertisement
may be regarded as an offer rather than an invitation
to treat as shown by the Carill v . Carbolic Smoke Ball
Co . Case1 .
Held , by Lindley, Bowenand Smith , L . JJ . , that
( i ) the depositof £ 1 , 000 showedthat the company
intended to create legal relations - that the
promise was not mere advertisingpuff , ( ii ) the
advertisementwas an offer made to all the world ,
and a contract was made with that limited portion
of the public who came forward and performed the
condition on the faith of the advertisement,
and ( iii ) the offer contained an intimationthat
performance of the condition was sufficient accept -
ance and that there was no need - for notification
of acceptanceto be given to the offeror .
As shown in this case , an advertisementis sometimes
even regardedas ' an offer made to the world ' , so the
advertising men shoulf think carefully the wording used in
an advertisement, otherwise they are bound to commit with
the terms stated in the advertisement.
1 See AppendixII .
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5 . 70 Managing the Legal Relations among Advertisers, Advert -
ising Agencies , the Media , and Suppliers.
5 . 71 Liabilities. . . . .
The liabilities involved among advertisers ,
advertising agencies , media and suppliers may be
classified into two categories , namely , the liabilities
attendant upon governmental prosecutions or resulting
from private damage actions , such as slander of com -
petitor ' s goods , infringementof other ' s copyrightetc .
The other category is the monetary liabilities and rights
of property arisen from the working relations among the
advertisers, advertisingagency , media ' and even the
suppliers .
Regarding the first category of liabilities , the
managers of the advertising agencies interviewed , suggest
that it is not their liabilities , because all the things
they do are act upon their clients and subject to the
approval of their clients , although the creative thoughs
or artworks are supplied and made by the agencies . They
also say that they are not the legal professionalswho
have enough knowledge on legal implications of their
actions and they would not deliberate to violate govern -
mental regulationsas well as others ' good will . If
they intend to do - so , it may not only be harmfulto the
image of their clients , or of their products , but also
harmful to the reputation of the agencies , which is more
serious than a monetary loss . Thus , they would not take
such legal risk .
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Many cases are found in violation of governmental
regulations, for example , the election of a neon light
panel does not fulfill the requirementsof Fire Services
Department, or Public Works Department, or the Urban
Services Department . Some cases are that the advertising
films are not passed by the Panel of Censors and needed
to revise or produce again . In such cases , the loss may
be beared by the advertiser only , Sometimes , according
to the opinion of the advertisingmanagers , the loss may
be beared by the agencies alone . As some agencies
prefer to bear the loss in order to make their client
happy . It seems that the question - who should bear the
loss depends on each individualcase . In terms of law ,
only the advertisershould bear it , it is nothing to do
with the agencies . Unless it is evidently caused by
the improper procedures or carelessnessof the agencies .
Refering to the Rodania Watch case stated above , the
manager of the advertising agency stated that they
beared the additional cost resulted by the ban of
Television Authority , as he thought that it was only
a little amount of money , but it could make the client
happy with their service .
He also said that the advertisingfilm was
actually produced by a film company according to the scipt
pr vided by his company, so it is not the fault of the
supplier ( the film company ) and his company could not
claim the less from the sunnlier .
As stated above , outdoor advertising is subject
to the AdvertisementBy - la ` s ( 1920 ) , when the executives
of the Urban Services Department and of an advertising
agency which is specialised in outdoor advertising are
interviewed, we find many cases involved in offence of
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the . advertisementBy - law . For example, we find that the
Urban Services Department usually take actions against
the Advertiserwhich they can find out in the poster ,
they seldom take action against the agency which actually
posts up the advertisements, as source is not available
for them to find out the agency . In this case , it is
often that the advertisers are made the scapegoat and
they cannot void from legal actions . The manager of
the agency said that they usually do not enter into
detail contracts when an advertiser or advertising
agency ask him to post up their posters . Therefore ,
the liabilities to public actions are not well - defined .
Only some advertiser or advertising agency require him
to enter into detail contracts which assume such lia -
bilities to his company. In the former case , if the
advertiseris sued and fined , his company would com -
pensate according to contractual clauses .
For those who do not enter into contract , there
are two different ways to deal with , for their regular
customersand those who may take legal action , his
company would compensatethe loss . V . or those irregulary
customerswho do not claim by legal action , his company
usually refuse to make indemnities .
In the United States , the media , advertiseras
well as advertising agency are very often jointly liable
for misleading or deceptive advertisementfor and also
jointly liable to slander of goods , liable , or commiting
public offence . Other than the famous Colgate Palmolive
Company as mentioned above , numerous cases are given in
Frank Thayer ' s book , Legal Control of the Press .
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As the monetary liabilities are concerned , though
the advertising agency may not be responsible for payment
if the advertiseris not able to pay , nevertheless, it is
not the whole story , because much still depends on the
trade practice and agreements between the supplier and
the agency . For example , in 1930 , the Institute of
Pactitioners in Advertising , the Newspaper proprietors
Association , the Newspaper Society , the Federation of
Master rinters , and the British Poster Advertising
Association jointly made a trade practice declaration
to confirm the status of a advertisingagency as prin -
cipal rather than as advertising agent as :
It is declared to be the establishedpractice of
the newspapers, billposters and printers , in their
dealings with ' recognised ' advertising practitioners
or agents , to regard such practitionersor agents
as principals , and , subject to any special conditions
contained in a signed agreement, to look solely to
the credit of the practitionersand agents for pay -
ment of their accounts. ' Recognised' . persons , firms
and companies are those accepted and recognised as
advertising agents by the Newspaper Proprietors
Association , the Newspaper Society , or the Periodical
Trade Press and Weekly Newspaper Proprietors Assoc -
iation ( now the Periodical Proprietors Association ) .
It is further declared to be the established practice
of British advertisers , when employing an advertising
practitioner or agent , to regard such practitioner
ar agent as an independent principal whose contracts
with newspapers , billposters and printers create no
privity of contract as between the ad 1 ertiser and
the newspaper, billposter or printer *
Previous to the declaration, the Tranton v Astor
( 1917 ) case may also serve an example:
A . : s who was the proprietorf a Sunday newspaper,
was also a Member of Parliament, and an action was
brought against him by a common informer to recover
penalties under the House of Commons ( Disqualification)
Acts , 1782 and 1801 , on the ground that while he was
W . J . Leaper , The Law of Advertising( London- Butter -
worth1961) . p . 72 .
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sitting and voting in the House , orders for Govern -
ment advertising were placed with the newspaper of
which he was proprietor . There was more than one
defence to the case , but the judge found as a fact
that the agency which placed the advertisementsin
the newspaper was an entirely independent contractor ,
and that there was no privity of contract between
the Government department and the newspaper .
Furthermore, the Emmettv . De Witt I 19 b 7 ) case also
confirm the advertisingagency is not an agent but is a
principalby custom in England, as cited by W . J . Leaper 1 .
All these cases in English law illustrate that by
custom or trade practice , or by agreement, the legal status
of an advertisingagency is confirmedas ' principal ' . But
in many aspects of the advertising trade , an advertising
agency still acts upon the adevrtiser as advertising ' agent '
for example , the liabilities attendant upon the government
prosecution , the infringement of trade mark , merchandise
mark etc . The American Business Press Incorporationcase
also illustrates that the legal status of advertising agency
in the United States is not yet defined as ' principal ' so
the ABP advises members to review their contracts with
agencies in order to confirm their legal status by contracts .
In Hong Kong , many advertisingagencies are now
identified as principal as they enter into working contracts
with the media or suppliers , but in many cases , the agencies
still sign agreementacting upon their clients , i . e . they
still act as ' advertisingagent ' . . Therefore, the monetary
liabilities of advertising agencies still depend on the
1 I _ bid. , p . 77
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agreement, though if there is any legal dispute , the English
law would favor the media and suppliers, i . e . the advertising
agency is likely to be liable .
Many cases are found that the agencies have to make
payment for their clients who disappear and fail to make
payment . The managers of several advertising agencies state
that they have experiencedand suffered a lot . In terms of
contract , they may not pay if their client fail to pay them ,
but the media usually employ ' close the account ' ( refer to
render the service to the concerned agency ) as their weapon
if the agency does not pay them . In order to maintain the
' media account' thus , the agency has to pay the media .
As sequence of effect , the Hong Kong advertising
managers usually check up the payment policy and credit
of their clients , if they find that a client is not relia -
ble , they would ask the client to make payment in advance
of their services . The sales executives of media will also
provide the credit information to the agency and keep close
eyes on those clients without good reputation and strougk
financial situation together with the advertising agencies .
Nevertheless, bad debt is still in existence .
` ' he general practice of advertisingtrade in almost
every countries is that the media offer a credit period to
advertisingagencies, and the agencies offer it to their
clients . It seems that only such practiceis abolished, i . e . ,
the advertisers are resumed to make payment in advance so
as the agencies, then , the bad debt problem can be solved .
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5 . 72 Trade Secret
Trade Secret can be classified into two cate -
gories , they are the internal trade secret , such : as
financial position , personnel affairs . . . . and external
trade secret , which is directly veneral to the compe -
titors , such as marketing strategies , market positions
etc . ' she advertisingtrade usually involves in the
later category . Therefore , advertisers uaually would
employ an advertising agency to handle his account .
exclusively, i . e . , the agency cannot handle two com -
petitive . accounts , in order to avoid the disclosure
of market information . Hong Kong advertisers are
not exceptional in this practice . Nevertheless, for
international advertsing operation , we find some
exception. An example is given by a manager of an
international corporation
The Advertisng Agency is an international
advertisng agency which handles the account
of A company engaged in oil business . The
Singapore branch of the said agency handles
the account of a competitorof A company ,
and there is always a practice of the agency ,
the account executives of the agency would
shift from one branch to another .
It is possible that the account executives in
Hong Kong and Singaporewho handle two competitiveac , -
counts shift to handle the competitor' s account and
it is also possible for the account executives exchange
their market information about the two account . In
order to ensure security , the advertising manager
says the best way is to nominate another agency as
their exclusive agency in international operation ,
if it is not possible, he can only keep a close eye
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on it by judging whether his advertsing activities
are known to their competitor and whether this is
job rotation for the personnel between the two place .
He also indicates that the account executive for his
account are coming from Australia , and he trusts the
agency as it is a prestigiousone which would not
disclose information of either company to its com -
petitor , if they do so , they may lose two accounts.
Another category of trade secret is that an
employee of Company A works for a competitive company
after his resignationfrom company A . In this case ,
it is regarded as another way of disclosing, inform -
ation to the competitor, if companyA is an advert -
ising agency , this action is not only related to the
agency , but also unfair ro its client . Therefore,
the agency usually use contractual term to bind its
employee, such as if an employeeleaves company A .
he should not work for a company which is competitive
to company A . Furthermoresuch action may be action -
able if the company secure evidences to prove that
it violates ' fair competition' . As shown in Lamb v .
Evans( 1893 ) Case 1 .
Nevertheless , a company usually employs
preventive device , they would not disclose confidential .
information to middle or lower level management. If
a senior employee leaves the company for a competitive
one , the better way is to change their marketing
strategies if an injunction is not possible to pro -
hibit the employee to work for its competitors.
1 See AppendixIII .
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5 . 73 Secret Profit and Unfair Competition
As there is no generally accepted trade practice
in advertisingtrade of Hong Kong , and that set up in
England cannot be extended to Hong Kong as most of the
Hong Kong advertising agencies are not member of the
British advertising associations . Consequently ,
whether an advertising agency should return the agency
discount to its client or not , or how much should it
return to its client depends on the policy of each
advertising agency . As agency commission is concerned ,
some agencies would only charge their clients five
percent of the gross cost , or six or seven , the comm -
ission rate is also arhitary , only the members of Assoc -
iation of Accredited Advertising Agencies formulate
the commissionrate at fifteen percent in order to
avoid unfair competition .
The Hong Kong media have their own trade policy ,
they usually offer different terms to different agencies ,
some of them even directly render their service to
advertisers . Although there is agency discount rate
printed in their rate - cards , nevertheless, they offer
a larger discount rate to their good clients or even
offer so - called travelling expenses to the advertising
managers and employee of an advertising agency who offer
them : - business.
The arbitary agency commission and agency discount
rate make it difficult to define secret profit . As a
general rule , the advertising agencies only return the
agency discount to their clients at the rate stated in
the rate - card , the further discountedamount is the
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revenue of the agencies . The unfair practice of media ,
such as they directly , render service to the advertisers
at a discount rate even lower than that offered to
agencies and the commission - cutting policy of agencies
themselves do deteriorate the status of advertising
agency , as an advertising authority claim that there
should be trade rules set up to regulate the media and
the agencies , otherwise , the status of advertising
agency will be worsen from time to time , at last
they have nothing to do other than design for their
clients .
He also comments on the relations among advert -
ising agency , advertiser and the third party that the
advertisingtrade practice in Hong Kong is too ambig -
itious . There is no standard contract published by
the local advertising association , as those used by
advertising agencies in the United States or England .
Very often , an advertiser enters into working relations
with an advertisingagency . , just by an oral agreement
which does not define the liabilities of each party ,
nor detail terms about service and charges . Some ad -
vertisers take advantages of this contractual lag ,
they asked an agency to place a thousand dollar advertise -
ment for them , then they do not pay and go to another
agency , they repricate this trick . The agencies suffer
the loss find no way to cover the loss , as if they take
legal action , the costs for legal proceedingis much
than their loss , and they do not have prima facie evidence ,
i . e . a detail contract, to supporttheir claim .
He said that this is resulted by undisplinary
competition among the advertising agencies and the
advertisingassociationsin - long Kong are too weak .
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5 . 80 Suggestions
For a better advertisingprat IIlc : u allu 1 . , nili
the present relations among advertiser , advertising
agency and the third party , the following suggestions
may serve to improve the present situations for advert -
ising in Hong Kong :
( 1 ) The Association of Accredited Advertising
Agencies , the Hong Kong Chinese Advertising
Commerce Association and the Hong Kong
Advertisers ' Association should jointly
formulate a trade practice and publish a
standard contract as those in England or
United States in order to regulate the
agencies and diminish the loss resulted by
undisplinary competition . But the success
of this action depends on the cooperation
from the media and advertisingagencies i . e .
the media as well as the associationshould
panalize those agencies which violate the
trade practice and refuse to render service
to those corruptive clients .
( 2 ) As the corporatepolicies of the various
media diffe . , an advertisingagency recogn -
ized by a television company may not recogn -
ized by a newspaperand the terms offered
by different media are also different to
different agencies . It is difficult to work
out a generalized standard contract for the
relations between media and agencies , never -
. theless , there should be and it is possible
to work out a generalized standard contract
for the working relations between agencies
a _ nd - advertisers. for exampleqit is used
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to generalize the liabilities , commission , duties
and obligationsand each party . As sequence of
effect , the advertising agencies can enter into
simple contract or agreement with their clients ,
if there is any dispute , the standard will be
those stated in the standard contract .
( 3 ) A trade practiceshould be set up in order to
panalize those corruptive advertiserso For
example , if an advertiserdoes not make all
the payment to an advertising agency , other
advertising agencies should not render their
service to this advert . ser . If an advertising
agency commits deceptive practice , such as
commission cutting , infringing the interest
of the cn » nterpartsetc . , the media and advert -
ising associations should boycott it .
( 4 ) The present pratice that the media render
service and offer discount directly to advert -
isers is the main cause for deceptive practice
in Hong Kong Advertisingtrade , it gives
rise to secret profit , it makes the advertisers
neglect the status of advertising agencies ,
it makes some advertising agencies employ the
commission cutting method to obtain more bussi -
ness . The Hong Kong media should self - regulate
in order to build up a proper channel of
advertising .
( 5 ) The Hong Kong advertising associationshould
enlarge their membershipand the media si ould
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only render service and offer discount to those
recognised agencies of these associations , so
that an advertising agency need to be qualified
accordingto some conditions, such as tech -
nical qualifications and financial standing .
If it is done , then , the associationsbecome
powerful enough to set up a sort of business
ethics , such as those of the Accountants
Society , Bar Association and Medical association ,
and the advertising associations can effectively
regulate the advertising practice .
( 6 ) Hong Kong Governmentshould set up a committee
or extend the scope of service of the consumer
council to the control of advertisements,
otherwise , the regulations imposed on advert -
ising are only a sort of institution. For
example , in late 1973 , three American Swindlers
set up a so - called ' SelectiveInvestmentCompany'
in Hong Kong and made use of advertisement
claiming that they were commodity brokers ,
and their businesswas ' legal gambling' . At
last , twenty million dollars of Hong Kong
investors was reported to be cheated and these
American Swindlers had gone with the wind .
Furthermore , deceptive , misleading advertisements
are found everywherein the street and mini -
newspaper . These advertisementsshould be
charged . Hong Kong governmentat the present
moment only does a good job in the control of
television advertising , but she should pay more
attention to other media .
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6 . 0 CONCLUSION
In the advertisingtrade , the legal status of an
advertising agency is an area of controversy. We cannot
agree with W . J . Leaper ' s opinion that there is an established
custom of the trade which recognises that an advertising
agent is not in fact an agent in the accepted sense ,
but a principal , as establishedin the Emmett v . Det Witt
case 1 . Furthermore, in the Tranton v . Astor case 2
a set , the
Declaration amde by British Advertising Associations in
1930 only proves that the legal status of an advertising
agency is confirmed as principal by contracts or by parti -
cular trade practices of the concerned advertising bodies .
However all the legal relations among advertiser , advertising
agency and media , as well as other suppliers, are not covered .
In most parts of the world , such as in the United
States , an advertising agency is still recognised as an
advertisingagent . This can be seen in articles and
textbooks written by noted writers on advertising . In Taiwan ,
as in Hong Kong , an advertisingagency ' s being an agent
cannot be denied . In England , the trade practice only confirms
an advertising agency as agent if monetary obligations are
regulations, the Commission' s position on the duties of an
advertisingagency to the advertiseretc . , is that , the
advertising agency is surely recognized as an agent .
We agree with Fridman ' s opinion that English Law should develop
a new category of agents under the rubric of agency with dual
responsibility which covers the legal status of advertising
agencies.
I Leaper, p . 77
2 Ibid.
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Nevertheless, the is a world - wide trend of the
monetary obligation of an advertising agency to the third
parties is committedby the agency itself , as shown in the
American Bureau Case . 1 . Today , most advertisingPress .
contracts made by advertising agencies and media in Hong
Kong are based on this ground , and the trade practices in
England , Taiwan , and Singapore all show that the monetary
obligationsare to be co , - itted by the agency itself .
We , however , do not believ trend is fair
to the advertisingagencies , as the aencies earn only a
10 to 15 per cent service charge from the advertiser. The
discount offered by the media or suppliers is returned to
the advert isel , i . e . , the advertisinga ency does not receive
any monetary advantage from the media or suppliers . If the
advertiser fails to make payment , agency . as already lost
its services cost as well as i ls commissionwe do not see
why it should bear the additional payrrlents to the media and
the suppliers , nor do we see why the media and suppliers
should bot bear the risk . Therefore, we feel that the
tary risk should be jointly borne by both the agency and the
third parries as well for example , the trade practice should
be revised , or an agreementshould be made to confirm the
agency ' s bearing just a certain percentageof the payment
which the advertiser fails to make .
We agree with the managers ' wriom we intcrvzeweuthat
the managementof an advertising agency are not legal profess -
ionals who have expert knowledge of , she legal implications
of the advertisementsfor example , it is not fair for an
agency to have to find out whether or not the product satisfies
the ' Prade DescriptionAct , 1 easurementand Labelling Act ,
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whetheror not it infringeson other ' s interests. ' _ a _ ' here fore ,
this type of liability should solely be committed by the
advertiser . The agency is liable unless the liabilities
prima facie resulted from the carelessness or negligence of
the agency . As a matter of fact , if there is infringement
of a competitor' s trade mark or violation of Trade Description
Act , it is the advertiserwho should solely be liable if
there is slander of goods implied in an advertisementdesigned
by the agency and approved by the advertiser , they should be
jointly liable but if the agency violates the Advertising
By Law Act , say , by u Ling up posters on private premises
without obtaining the permission of the owner or his behalf ,
then it is the fault of the agency , and the agency should
be solely liable .
Until English law establishes a new category of
Aent , or as Fridman suggests , Agent of Dual Liabilities ,
it is better for the agency , advertiser, and media , as well
as supplier , to confirm the liabilities by contract . Further -
more , in the advertisingtrade practice in England , in the
United States or elsewI here , where the monetary liabilities
are solely committedby the agency , it is unfair to the
advertising agency therefore this custom also should be
revised .
' Regarding the legal controls on advertisementsand
the media , generally speaking , the [ long Yong advertising
agencies and media are satisfied with the present regulations .
Such controls were inevitable , as deceptive Ldvertising
involvesnot only the mone . _ . ary loss of customers, but . . in the
extreme it could involve the loss of human life or health .
Therefore , we feel the serious control on food and drugs is
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reasonable, the problem is that the Hong Kong Goverment does 
not carry out the aforementioned regulations effectively, and 
we do find some medical advertisements in newspapers, or 
the posters in the street which are in bad taste or are 
misleading.
As for the restrictions on moving neon lights, we 
agree that they are not necessary if the Hong Kong Government 
thinks that they disturbs traffic in certain downtown areas; 
then, they should be allowed on the waterfront of Victoria 
Harbour instead.
Government regulations sometimes cannot accomplish 
their aims, as some businessmen will always challenge the 
governmental cantrols. As S.S. Baker in his book The Permiss­
ible Lie cited :
' I regret to announce,1 a chairman tells his board 
of directors in a cartoon, 1 that despite govern­
mental interference in businessuand a never-ending 
snarl of bureaucratic red tape, our corporation has 
the gighest net income in its history.1 Madison 
Avenue as a whole hates government. Sometimes cooler 
heads try to conceal this. Thomas B. Adams, outgoing 
chairman of the American Association of Advertising 
Agencies (the Four Afs), advised in his farewell 
address: "Government is big. It is getting bigger. 
And since, in many important instances, we cannot 
to it alone, we had better learn to live with it .... 
The Government is here to stay and so are we.
We think that businessmen, as well as advertising men 
should hot have a feeling of hostility Towards government 
controls. We believe advertising does not have to lie to 
succeed; we can cite numerous examples of acceptable 
harmless "exaggeration" for reference, such as in the 
advertisements of San Miguel Beer appealing to warm friendship,
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the funny song of MountainCream . , the world unity 01 uoca
cola , etc . etc . We may conclude that only those businessmen
who are operating a less than legal operation would hate such
controls , as criminals hate the law only this type of
incapable advertising men would deliberately violate the
government regulations and infringe on the competitor ' s
interest .
In Hong Kong , whether advertisingis properly con -
trolled or not does not depend solely on how many laws or
regulations are imposed by the Government. It depends ,
rather on whether or not these laws or regulations are strictly
carried out more important , it depends on the self - regulation
of advertisers, media and the advertisingagencies , and the
success of self - regulation depends on the strong organization
and power of the advertising associations . The present
effort of these advertising organizations is not sufficient
for building up a better advertsing trade practice for Hong
Kong.
1APPENDIX I
The Self - regulatoryMovementin the U . S . I .
The Advertising Federation of America prepared and distri -
buted The AdvertisingTruth Book in 1960 .
Association of National Advertisers widely diseminated the
' Text of Purex Corporation' s AdvertisingPolicy ' as well as
having it presentedfrom the speaker - ' s platform . In the
realm of self regulation, there are two areas in which the
ANA concentrates:
In a continuing and active effort to give individual advert -
isers a sense of their own responsibilitiesand to point up
where these responsibilitiesare not being met , and
To encourages and develop a program of collective respon -
sibility as an important organization of advertising companies .
( During the past 18 months this activity has materially in -
creased under the inspired leadership of such men as Donald
S . Frost and Peter Alport . )
American Association of Advertising Agencies , representing the
nation ' s advertisingagencies , has performeda key role in the
industry ' s step - up of self - regulatoryefforts . Here are some
results :
It has jointly participatedwith the ANA in the Committee for
Improvement of Advertising Content heretofore described . This
work is an extensionof the work of a 4 . As committeecreated in
1945 to deal with objectionableadvertising .
It is reported that in the last five calendar years 260
criticisms were processed by this committee . A majority of
2the committeeagreed that 151 cases - - or 58 per cent - - were
indeed objectionable. Of particular interest is the fact that
88 of these 151 cases mainly involved bad taste , a critical
problem which government enforcement does not resolve - - and
which only the industry can handle on a voluntary basis .
On January18 , 1960 , the 4 As publisheda new guide , inter
pretation of the 4 As Copy Code with Respect to Television
Commercials, which expands on each of the seven points in
the 4 As Copy Code and stresses also the need for good manners .
A noteworthysection , The 4 As Method of Self - Regulation,
concludes with the following statement about the Association ' s
stenned - up procedure:
It is the duty of the Committeeon Improvementto call to
the attention of the Operations Committee of the Board of
Directors any complaints with which the Committee on Im -
provement has agreed and about which it has not within 30
days received a satisgactory answer from the placing agency .
The Operations Committee will then consider further action ,
such as requestingthe agency to resign from the 4 As or , if
necessary , taking steps toward annulling the agency ' s
membership, as providedin our By - Laws .
In an effort to deal on the local level with complaintsregard -
ing truth and taste in advertising, the Board of Governorsof
the 4 As Cleveland Council devised The Cleveland Plan for
Maintaining Public Confidence in Advertising . With the co -
operation of the Cleveland Advertising Club and the Cleveland
Better Business Bureau , the plan was . ut into operation .
3It proved so successfulthat other 4 As councils have used it
as a model in organizing similar activities . Such plans are
now in operation in Philadephia, Pittsburgh, Dayton , Dallas ,
Denver , Phoenix , San Francisco, Oakland , Calif . , and many
other cities throughout the country .
American Newspaper Publishers Association has encouraged each
of its member newspapersto fix their own advertising accept -
ability standards , using guidelines that are available from
government and industry sources .
On April 5 , 1961 , ANPA was able to report that continuedvigil -
ance by daily newspapersto protect the integrity of their
advertising columns had materially reduced the efforts to get
false and misleading advertising into newspapers . The current
survey showed that 755 U . S . and Canadian daily newspapersin
1960 rejected $ 7 , 645 , 408 in advertisingwhich failed to meet
the high standards of truthfulnessand good taste set by the
individual newspapers .
The comments of ANPA general manager Standford Smith are worth
repeating in this connection :
Hundreds of newspapers reported to ANPA that offerings of
false and misleading advertisementshad slowed to a trickle
for two reasons : ( 1 ) Consistentadherenceto high standards
of truthfulness and good taste has convinced the small
minority of businessmenwho succumb to temptation that it
is useless to try to get daily newspapersto publish their
copy , and ( 2 ) Widespreadpublic discussionof truth in
advertising campaigns in newspapers and other media have
had a beneficial effect everywhere in the public interest .
4At a meeting of the Magazine Advertising Bureau Committee
of the Magazine Publishers Associationon January 25 , 1960 ,
the Magazine Advertising Bureau undertook the formation of
a Copy Advisory Committeefor magazinesin the MPA .
As outlined by Gibson Mc Cabe , president and - publisher of
Newsweekand at the time chairman of the NAB Committee, here
is now the copy Advisory Committee works : when any magazine
has a question as to the acceptabilityof a piece of copy , it
may submit the copy to the Committee. The magazine still
retains all its rights to accept of reject , as it wishes .
The Copy Advisory Committee will then give its collective
opinion as to the advisability of accepting , requesting a
change , or rejecting the copy submitted without delay . Such
an opinion , of course , is not binding in any way upon the
individual publisher it is merely for his guidance in
arriving at his own decision .
Other organizationsinvolved in the self - regulation move -
ment include the Television- ' ode Review Board , Radio Code
of Good Practices , The Better Business Bureau and of course ,
the pioneer in this movement, Printer ' s Ink and Advertising
t 0
N . B . This appendix is abstractedfrom the previouslycited
Earl W . Kintner ' s Armageddonfor Advertisingand
Colston E . Warne ' s The Influenceof Ethical and So -
cial Responsibilitieson Advertisingand S ^ lling pract -
ices .
5APPENDIXII 1
Carlill v . CarbolicSmokeBall Co . All E . R . Rep .
( 1893) 1 Q . B . 256 ( 1891- 4 ) All E . R . Rep . 127
Court of Appeal
The defendants published the following advertise -
ment in a newspaper: x ' 100 reward will be paid by the Car -
bolic Smoke Ball Co . to any person who contracts the
increasing epidemic influenza , colds , or any disease caused
by taking cold , after having used the ball three times daily
for two weeks according to the printed directions supplied
with each ball . £ 1 , 000 is depositedwith the Alliance Bank ,
Regent Street , showing our sincerity in the matter . During
the last epidemic of influenza many thousand Carbolic Omoke
Balls were sold as preventivesagainst this disease , and in
no ascertained case was the disease contracted by those
using the Carbolic Smoke Ball . One Carbolic Smoke Ball will
last a family several months , making it the cheapest remedy
in the world at the price - 10 s . post free . The ball can be
refilled at a cost of 5 s . Address: CarbolicSmoke Ball Co . ,
27 , Princes Street , Hanover Square , London On the
faith of this advertisement, the plaintiff bough a smoke ball
and used it three times daily according to the printed dir -
ections from mid - November, 1891 , to 17 th January, 1892 , when
she contracted influenza . She then claimed the £ 100 reward
and the defendantsrefused to pay .
HELD, by LINDLEY, BOWENand A . L . Smith, L . JJ . ,
that ( i ) the deposit of £ 1 , 000 showedthat the company
intended to create legal relations - that the promise was
1 Source: V . T . Major , Cases in ContractLaw ( London:
Macdonalda d Evans, Ltd . , 1972 ) , pp . 12 - 13 .
4not more advertisingpuff , ( ii ) the advertisementwas an
offer made to all the world , and a contract was made with
that limited portion of the public who came forward and
performed the condition on the faith of the advertisement,
and ( iii ) the offer contained an intimation that performance
of the condition was sufficient acceptance and that there
was no need for notificationof acceptanceto be given to
the offeror .
APPENDIX III
Lamb v . Evans( 1895 )
68 L . T . 1 . 31 .
The owner of a trades directory employed two com -
mercial travellers to canoass trades for the purpose of
obtaining advertisementsfor insertion in it . At the end
of their period of employmenthey proposed to use the
information materials , which they had acquired during
the agency , in assisting a rival publication. The owner
sought an injunction to prevent them from the action .
Held by BowenL . J . by the court of Appeal, that
the injunction would be granted .
1 E . R . HH . Ivamy , Casebookon Agency, ( London: Butterworths,
1971) , p . 36 .
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1香 港 廣 告 作 業 之 法 律 會 面
（ 中 文 摘 要 ）
諭 者 謂 . . 自 第 二 次 世 界 大 戰 以 還 ， 廣 告 無 疑 系 加 速 經
濟 發 展 及 社 會 變 更 之 最 重 要 因 素 。 事 實 上 ， 廣 告 已 成 為 市
場 管 理 中 之 重 要 工 具 ， 在 拓 展 市 場 、 推 動 貨 品 銷 售 量 、 尤
其 在 介 紹 新 貨 品 予 顧 客 方 面 ， 均 有 重 大 貢 獻 。 但 不 符 事 實
之 廣 告 ， 則 會 破 壞 社 會 秩 序 及 引 起 不 良 後 果 。 因 此 ， 各 國
均 訂 立 法 律 ， 對 廣 告 及 廣 告 媒 介 嚴 加 管 制 。
另 一 方 面 ， 不 少 國 家 — — 如 英 、 美 、 法 、 德 、 星 加 坡 、
中 華 民 國 等 - 均 有 所 謂 保 護 消 費 才 協 會 之 民 間 組 織 ， 接 受
7市 民 對 貨 品 之 投 訴 ， 并 督 促 政 府 取 締 不 符 事 實 或 內 容 不 道
德 之 廣 告 。 在 本 世 紀 初 ， 英 國 、 美 國 、 德 國 等 廣 告 業 先 進
國 家 ， 基 廣 告 業 組 織 亦 推 行 所 謂 忠 誠 廣 告 運 動 ， 呼 籲 從 事 業
員 自 律 。 惟 根 據 過 去 經 驗 - 例 如 各 國 政 府 對 廣 告 所 採 取 之
Advertising法 律 行 動 ， 市 民 的 投 訴 ， 或 著 名 物 如 廣 告 世 紀
Harvard Business Rview)Age) 等所作之調查及哈佛商學評論
報 導 - 顯 示 此 等 運 動 雖 不 能 說 全 無 成 果 ， 但 實 不 足 以 淨 化
廣 告 。 因 此 ， 法 律 之 禁 制 ， 事 所 難 免 。 香 港 檢 一 九 七 三 年
底 ， 由 香 港 特 約 廣 告 公 司 協 會 通 過 所 謂 自 律 規 則 ， 呼 籲 會
員 自 律 ， 此 實 為 自 律 運 動 之 開 始 。 惟 該 自 律 運 動 僅 為 一 種
3形 式 ， 條 文 上 并 未 見 有 任 何 戀 處 性 規 定 。 一 九 七 四 年 初 ，
香 港 政 府 設 立 一 消 費 者 委 員 會 ， 但 基 功 能 只 限 於 特 價 之 平
抑 ， 與 其 他 國 家 之 消 費 者 委 員 會 之 工 作 性 質 不 同 。 因 此 ，
就 香 港 而 言 ， 法 例 乃 成 管 制 廣 告 之 最 重 要 工 具 。
香 港 為 英 國 之 殖 民 地 ， 因 此 ， 大 多 數 法 制 均 由 英 倫 引
伸 施 行 於 香 港 ， 由 香 港 立 法 局 將 此 等 法 例 作 出 若 干 修 改 ，
以 符 合 本 港 環 境 ， 廣 告 法 例 亦 然 。 有 關 廣 告 之 法 例 可 謂 週
評 備 至 ， 由 保 護 商 業 創 作 免 受 侵 犯 、 分 期 付 款 、 商 業 說 明
、 以 至 食 物 及 藥 物 廣 告 ， 均 有 明 文 規 定 。 其 中 以 藥 物 廣 告
之 管 制 至 為 嚴 格 ， 舉 凡 涉 及 較 嚴 重 疾 病 所 使 用 藥 物 之 廣 告
4， 一 概 禁 止 。 在 電 視 廣 告 方 面 ， 治 療 口 腔 態 、 減 肥 、 調
經 等 藥 物 均 須 先 取 得 醫 務 衛 生 總 監 之 准 許 ， 始 能 從 事 廣 告
。 政 府 又 設 立 電 影 檢 查 處 及 電 視 管 理 專 員 以 監 督 電 影 院 及
電 視 之 廣 告 影 片 。 此 外 ， 戶 外 廣 告 更 須 取 得 市 政 事 務 署 、
消 防 事 務 署 、 五 務 司 署 及 警 務 署 等 准 許 。 但 在 香 港 的 刑 物
管 制 條 例 中 ， 有 關 刑 物 廣 告 之 管 制 則 付 諸 厥 如 ， 而 商 業 電
台 之 廣 告 法 則 亦 無 所 適 從 。
在 作 者 所 作 之 研 究 訪 問 中 ， 廣 告 人 、 廣 告 公 司 、 以 及
傳 播 媒 介 負 責 人 均 對 現 行 法 例 之 管 制 表 示 滿 意 。 彼 等 并 指
出 不 符 事 實 或 不 道 德 之 廣 告 多 出 現 於 小 型 報 刑 及 戶 外 廣 告
5， 至 於 電 影 院 、 電 視 、 以 及 有 地 位 之 報 刊 ， 雖 然 或 有 之
， 但 問 題 并 不 嚴 重 。 政 府 應 加 強 對 該 等 小 型 報 刊 及 戶 外 廣
告 之 管 制 ， 因 有 地 位 之 傳 播 媒 介 ， 其 廣 告 負 責 人 通 常 都 能
自 律 ， 拒 絕 刊 載 此 類 廣 告 ， 以 免 觸 犯 法 例 及 影 響 該 媒 介 之
社 會 地 位 。 現 時 有 關 廣 告 之 法 例 管 制 可 謂 已 經 足 夠 ， 問 題
在 於 香 港 政 府 有 關 部 門 能 否 嚴 厲 執 行 而 已 。 若 政 府 部 門 不
加 以 嚴 厲 執 行 ， 則 法 律 徒 成 虛 文 ， 法 例 雖 多 ， 亦 不 足 以 凈
化 廣 告 ， 此 可 於 香 港 之 戶 外 廣 告 及 小 型 報 刊 廣 告 見 之 。
模 仿 或 借 用 他 人 之 廣 告 設 計 ， 在 香 港 廣 告 業 中 并 不 嚴
重 ； 主 要 由 於 廣 告 客 戶 均 恐 被 指 責 模 仿 他 人 ， 因 而 產 生 反
6效 果 ， 故 多 要 求 其 代 理 廣 告 商 創 作 與 別 人 不 同 之 廣 告 。 至
於 利 用 廣 告 侵 犯 他 人 之 商 標 、 版 權 、 擾 亂 視 聽 、 或 企 圖 混
水 摸 魚 ， 則 問 題 較 為 嚴 重 。 有 關 人 仕 多 從 不 同 途 徑 尋 求 解
決 ， 有 訴 諸 法 律 ， 有 通 過 廣 告 商 協 會 之 調 停 ， 有 登 報 聲 明
解 決 者 ， 但 亦 有 採 取 不 理 不 睬 放 任 者 。 從 政 府 立 場
而 言 ， 由 於 所 涉 及 者 純 屬 商 業 利 益 ， 非 經 受 害 者 投 訴 ， 否
則 即 無 從 辦 理 。
廣 告 人 、 廣 告 商 以 廣 告 媒 介 與 第 三 者 間 之 法 律 關 係
， 為 廣 告 業 中 之 重 要 課 題 。 在 英 國 法 律 中 ， 廣 告 公 司 之 法
律 地 位 並 未 明 確 界 定 。 雖 然 英 國 曾 發 生 多 宗 也 關 案 件 ， 但
7法 官 之 判 案 陳 詞 多 根 據 合 約 或 部 份 廣 告 協 會 之 行 規 而 界 定
廣 告 公 司 為 委 託 人 (principal) ， 而 非 代 理 人 (Agent) 。 對 非
廣 告 協 會 會 員 之
該 等 廣 告 公 司 地 位 問 題 ， 以 及 對 非 合 約 性 之 法 律 責 任 及
賠 償 問 題 ， 廣 告 公 司 在 法 律 上 仍 可 視 為 代 理 人 ， 而 由 廣 告
客 戶 承 擔 此 等 責 任 。 在 英 國 、 美 國 、 以 及 香 港 ， 不 少 廣 告
公 司 至 今 仍 以 代 理 人 身 分 出 現 。 因 此 ， 其 地 位 猶 為 一 爭 論
未 決 問 題 。 根 據 法 律 權 威 法 德 曼 (GHLFridman) 意 見 ， 英 國
應 設 立 一 類 新 的 代 理 人 ， 其 中 包 括 廣 告 公 司 ， 以 界 定 其 法
律 責 任 ， 維 多 利 亞 之 法 律 觀 念 已 不 是 應 付 當 前 所 需 ﹗
在 香 港 ， 由 於 廣 告 公 司 之 法 律 地 位 問 題 不 甚 明 確 ， 因
8此 只 能 以 合 約 條 件 界 定 之 。 但 實 際 施 行 甚 為 困 難 ， 因 詳 盡
合 約 多 屬 費 時 失 事 ， 只 有 在 較 具 規 模 之 媒 介 、 客 戶 及 廣 告
公 司 間 採 用 ； 至 於 較 小 的 買 賣 ， 則 多 凴 一 紙 字 條 或 口 頭 合
約 達 成 。 因 此 ， 在 客 戶 出 現 壞 賬 時 ， 廣 告 公 司 與 媒 介 即 無
所 適 從 ， 媒 介 往 往 以 終 止 服 務 為 武 器 ， 迫 使 廣 告 公 司 清 付
壞 賬 ， 而 廣 告 公 司 則 因 訴 訟 費 高 昂 即 缺 乏 詳 細 合 約 而 無 從
追 討 ， 此 種 現 象 在 香 港 廣 告 界 異 無 普 遍 。 如 香 港 廣 告 業 能
組 成 一 強 有 力 協 會 ， 通 過 一 標 準 合 約 ， 則 上 述 三 者 間 只 須
達 成 簡 單 協 定 ， 遇 有 事 爭 論 ， 即 以 標 準 合 約 條 文 為 準 ， 不 但
可 節 省 時 間 ， 亦 可 保 障 廣 告 公 司 之 利 益 。
9由 於 香 港 缺 乏 強 有 力 之 廣 告 協 會 ， 致 廣 告 業 務 行 為 混
亂 不 堪 。 媒 介 可 直 接 為 客 戶 服 務 並 給 予 折 價 ， 廣 告 公 司 則
削 減 佣 金 以 爭 取 客 戶 ； 客 戶 利 用 此 等 混 亂 ， 在 甲 廣 告 公 司
做 出 壞 賬 後 ， 又 可 獲 得 乙 廣 告 公 司 之 服 務 。 此 等 現 象 最 後
自 然 不 利 於 廣 告 公 司 。 香 港 欲 建 立 良 好 廣 告 制 度 ， 必 須 成
立 一 強 有 力 協 會 ， 規 定 廣 告 公 司 必 須 在 財 政 、 技 術 各 方 面
符 合 條 件 始 獲 認 許 為 會 員 ； 並 進 一 步 懲 處 廣 告 公 司 以 致 媒
介 之 不 良 商 業 行 動 ， 杯 葛 製 造 壞 賬 之 奸 商 ； 最 後 ， 應 協 助
政 府 淨 化 廣 告 ， 以 補 法 律 之 不 足 。
由 上 觀 之 ， 廣 告 之 淨 化 有 賴 於 政 府 部 門 嚴 厲 執 行 廣 告
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法 例 ， 亦 須 廣 告 從 業 員 自 律 。 廣 告 客 戶 、 廣 告 公 司 及 媒 介
三 者 間 之 合 約 必 須 有 明 文 規 定 ， 同 時 須 設 立 一 強 有 力 之 廣
告 商 協 會 ， 以 例 定 標 準 合 約 、 行 規 、 及 愚 處 制 度 ， 以 使 香
港 廣 告 走 上 合 理 之 道 路 。


